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in this thesis worldview theory, sustalliability, planning, tourism, and the 

UNESCO concept of Biosphere Reserves meet to focus on tourism operators located on 

Ontario's Bruce Peninsula Understanding how these operators view the world has direct 

implications for how they can be expected to act within it. An appreciation for the 

complexity of tourist operators was reaiized h u g h  an aaaiytic h e w o r k  composed of 

two main worldviews; the dominantlmechanistic and the altemative/ecological. in the 

hermeneutical tradition of qualitative inquiry, differences in how operators make meaning 

of their world were recorded among respondents. This awareness set the stage for further 

investigations into how their worldviews could affect their willingness to accept and 

integrate concepts of sustainabiiity into their businesses. The suggested process for 

encouraging a more ecologicaiiy-tnendly worldview is one of personal change, known to 

adult educators as transfomational learning. Since this approach is not known to have 

been applied and researched withïn a tourism context, it is suggested that this action and 

research be undertaken. 
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PROLOGUE 

1 set out on this piece of research with somewhat of a different understanding of 

where it might lead than where it has gone. That in itself has made it a rewarding 

endeavour. With a work history in tourism, an interest in environment, an academic 

farniliarity with the study of politics and political economy, and a budding personal 

interest in questions of meaning and purpose in OUT iives, my initial research plan did not 

have much hope of lasting. 

The meeting of my interests tesuited in a topic with considerable personal 

importance and possibly of mme use to others. Trying to understand how tourism 

operators see their world and what this means has helped me understand myself. It has 

challenged me to review how 1 understand the world and act within it. As 1 have done so, 

1 have gained an appreciation for how complicated these understandings can be and for 

how this affects the world m u d  me. Without any pessixnism intended, 1 am more 

accepting of the limits of change in our society and l e s  impatient for it to happen. 

Through a better understanding of what has been going on, 1 have re-kindled a positive 

approach to finding demonstrable means to live in accordance with a worldview that is at 

odds with the mainstrearn of the West. 

1 realize more than ever how much of our lives are affecteci by the mantra that the 

current direction is inevitable. This sort of thinking aunoys me because of how 

cornplacent it can render someone; why attempt impmvement if the outcome is known to 

be of no consequence? While no individual cm daim outright responsibility for the 

long-term sustainabiiity of the biosphere, the ciment separation of person h m  



environment has more or less absolved individuals of responsibility. It seems to me that 

too many people share this fatalistic outlook; our condition is critical but we do not 

benefit from a mentality of crisis or complacency. 

1 have aiways believed that we have choices that are based on principles; if we 

ignore these choices we are releasing ourselves only h m  the short term responsibiiity of 

our actions. In the longer term, we (and foiiowing generations of al1 matures) will ail 

drink what we flush and bear the consequences. But what shall these principles be? 

Revisiting the practices and understandings of an entire society in tirnes of prosperity is 

no simple venture - there are few compelling arguments or crises to motivate the changes 

which would affect the cornforts attained or anticipated. It is no wonder more people are 

not taking the concerns of today more seriously. 

1 started with little appreciation of what qualitative inquiry could open. Vastly 

affected by the quantitative 'hths'* on which we are forrned, tmly appreciating the 

significance of a hermeneutic approach was only possible after the data was collected and 

after months of reading and joumaling. This is not to say 1 have come to a point of 

completely rejecting the mechanisticlscientific forms of inquhy; they have their place but 

they no longer retain the elevated statu of '%value-tiee objectivity" which had made their 

results the definitive "bar" that could not be matched by qualitative inquiry. Now, on 

considering which methodology is most suited to a research question I feel far more 

capable of understanding the subtleties of how this choice will affect the resuits. 

1 am still interested in tourism. In the process of conducting the research 

however, 1 discovered a growing interest in how we undersîand and use land and also in 



how comrnunities communicate and develop - intmally as well as in relation to other 

cornmunities. The challenge now will be to avoid becoming content with the belief I 

have achieved something through study; 1 have ody started to question my worldview 

and staying both critical and disciplineci will probably be some of my greatest challenges. 



CHAPTER ONE - INTRODUCTION TO THE RESEARCE 

1.1 Framing the Reseuch 

The manner in which the world is understood affiects how we act within it; that 

our society has undergone profound changes in how the world is perceived during the last 

few centuries does not change the validity of this observation. Western societies operate 

within a perspective - or worldview - that has been characterized by sorne as having 

attributes like a machine. Though not the only possible worldview, this dominant, 

'mechanistic' worldview, is ptesent through most areas of academia, govemment, 

business and our personal lives; in short, it is present to the extent that many are unaware 

of it's existence because it is al1 they have known. 

The consequences of retaining a worldview that understands the world as a 

machine could be as temiinal for the well-being of humanity as they have already been 

for many other species. To some extent the underlying assumptions of this piece of 

research are framed by the understanding that the mechanistic worldview in incompatible 

with organic prucesses. 

Recognizing the consequences of unchecked production (a result of a mechanical 

worldview) on ecosystems and human social development is by no means a new concem. 

Until the 1980's however little political will existed to actually do something about this. 

in 1987, afler four years of research and codtation, the World Commission on 

Environment and Development (populatly knom as the Brundtland Commission for its 

Chair Gro Harlem Brundtland) issued its report. O u r s  (WCED, 1987) 

conclusions were far h m  dramatic but the efect of their publication was. Essentialiy, 



the report cailed for sustainable development to be the new operating rationale behind the 

decisions of govemment and business. The purpose of sustainable development is '70 

ensure that it meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of friture 

generations to meet their own needs." (Ibid, p.8) Since the popularization of this term, 

sustainability has undergone countless criticisms and clarifications but for the purposes of 

this research the original explanation provides a suitable general definition. 

(Sustainability is revisited in chapter two.) 

Like aimost al1 other industries, a mechanistic worldview by far dominates the 

business and research choices of tourism. Wearing and Davidson (1997, p.39), in an 

article discussing alternative perspectives on tourism research, state that ''The dominant 

social science paradigm in tourism research is that associated with anpirical-anaiytical 

inquiry." The authors go on to argue in favour of alternative woridviews in tourism 

research. This study takes their lead and explores alternative perspectives in both design 

and purpose. in doing so, it will rely on the values expresseci by tour operators and 

related stakeholders in the process. The limitations of the dominant, mechanistic, 

perspective are such that they may prevent operators in the study area fiom reaiizing and 

acting upon values that are key to the continued well-being of the environment upon 

which their lives and livelihoods depend. 

Thus, the purpose of this research is to better understand the role worldview plays 

in the sustainability of a nature-tourism industry. Furthmore, the research will attempt 

to provide some understanding of the pmcess necessary for cultivating worldviews in this 

part of the industry which are compatible with the principles underpinning SuStainability. 



The thesis has implications for planning, tourism development and environmentai 

stewardship because it holds the argument that sustainability, if practiced as no more than 

a set of techniques, will only succeed as long as the conditions are favouable. If, for 

example, environmentalism is deemed less 'marketable', a decline in the willingness of 

corporations and politicians to implement environmentally responsible policies would be 

expected. 

A secondary contribution made by this research is improving our understanding of 

W S C O ' s  Biosphere Reserve concept. The site selected for data collection is situated 

in Ontario's Niagara Escarpment Biosphere Reserve. The 'Biosphere Reserve' 

designation was started by UNESCO in the 1970's but little progress has been made 

towards making the concept rneaningful to the residents of the more than 300 designated 

regions. Biosphere Reserves are representative of Earth's diverse ecosystems. The 

Biosphere Reserve mode1 exemplifies sustainable human interaction with nature, 

providing a Link to issues of sustainability in a nature-tourism region. 

This study will provide some insight to how people living withh a Biosphere 

Reserve (BR) and operating toun'sm businesses within a capitalist economic system view 

the world and how compatible these understandings may be with the BR concept. Some 

speculation of how they might understand the BR more M y  will also emerge, as will our 

understanding of problems in developing sustainable comrnunities anywhere. 

While efforts to effectuate behaviour changes are helpfùl, as long as they are 

founded on a worldview which pexmits and encourages unlimited exploitation of the 



natural environment, real change towards sustainable practices will not occur. This may 

well explain the failure of 'ecotourism' (and its many synonyms) to become more than a 

'niche product' with limited environmental success. Many of the values of a mechanistic 

worldview are different h m  those of an ecological understanding of our world; it is 

therefore not surpnsing if tour operators experience confusion when encouraged to live 

by both sets of values. Whereas a mechanistic worldview tends to compartmentalize 

ideas, the ecological worldview leans towards hannonization and integration of diverse 

worldviews into a holistic understanding of phenornena. in this way the ecological 

worldview actually incorporates the mechanistic worldview rather than standing in 

opposition. More discussion on the distinctive features of these two worldviews is found 

in chapter two. Both worldviews mentioned bere are theoretical constructs that inform 

our understanding of humans but neiîher shouid be taken as a single, comprehensive 

explanation for how people see the worldview. 

Following a section outlining the theoretical background of the study the research 

methodology and a description of the snidy area are presented. Study hdings, including 

analysis of the interviews, provides some understanding of the range of worldviews 

present among todsrn operators and people associated (non-clients) wiîh their 

businesses. The final chapter discusses the hdings in relation to the literature as well as 

introducing concepts which could form solutions for this group, the industry in general, 

biosphere reserves elsewhere, and communities that are stniggling with issues of 

sustainability. 

1.2 Research Goal 



To examine the worldviews of nanite-tourisrn operators in relation to the 

dominant (mechanistic) understanding of our universe and an alternative (ecological) 

perspective and detexmine how these may affect wülingness to accept and integrate 

concepts of sustainability hto their businesses. 

Research Objectives 

to explain the relationship between worldviews, planning, tourism, and 
sustainability 

to provide an understanding of the worldviews of mal1 tourism businesses reliant 
on nature-tourism 

to discuss the significance of the worldviews of tourism operators as they relate to 
concepts of sustainability. 

Limitations 

As in al1 foms of research, this study contains limitations of which awareness 

will help in comprehension. Perhaps the most significant Limitation is the &ta-base used 

for the study was originally conceived for another purpose. While respondents were al1 

aware of the likelihood of their responses being used for this research, the specific topic 

of the thesis was not yet available to inform them of. Another limitation is that the 

applicability of the observations is probably only relevant to tourism operators of 

Western cultural heritage. Readers are encouraged to consider how the issues within 

would be met by other cultures or other professionals. Another Limitation of the snidy is 

it focuses on the ways in which people see the world and speak about it and very little 

attention has been placed on evaluating their actions or choices through means other than 

their words. For those who seek a detailed evaiuation of how closeiy the respondent 

actions resemble their words, a thesis topic is surely waiting here for you. Finaily, the 



findings as well as the litmature review refîect what was discovered in a brief period of 

tirne. Over a longer pend,  and with more respondents and more readlllg of the (ver- 

large) body of literature, more extensive insights would surely have been possi'ble. 

1.5 Assumptions 

Three basic assurnptions behind this papa are as follows: 

1. Maintainhg life is good; end of life by non-hurnan causes is acceptable. 

2. Changelreform is a part of human society and the natural world. This does 
not presume there is a predetermined course for what these changes will 
produce. 

3. Diversity in life is an essential part of the definition of living things. 



CHAPTER 'IWO - LITERATURE REVIEW 

While this chapter is intended to provide a theoretical base, some attempt to keep 

the material grounded in practice has been made. Worldview theory is at first extensively 

discussed; first as fiee-standing concept, then in two selected forms, which later becorne 

the 'Ienses' through which data is interpreted. Next cornes the contextualization of 

worldview theory in the planning tradition, structureci around John Friedmann's (1987) 

grouping of major approaches. The third part of this chapter deals with the tourism 

indusû-y and how worldview theory relates to tourism research. The chapter concludes 

with an overview of the UNESCO Biosphere Reserve mode1 as an example of 

operationalizing the concept of sustainability. Together, these parts will be revisited in 

the final chapter of the paper. 

2.1 Worldviews 

L i  A e w  

A common assurnption made by many people is to think a single, 'objective', 

rnanner of understanding the world exists. People view the world through 'lenses' and 

each one of us have our own perceptual qualities that make them unique. Because we 

have had this unique perception of the world since childhood, most are unaware it exists 

and are thus unaware of how it influences our everyday behaviour (Maser, 1997). This 

unique perception provides a h e w o r k  through which we make sense of every-day 

events. Class, religion and culture are known to be some of the important social 

determinants in establishg a person's view of the world. Such elements of our personal 



histones aixi provide commonalities with others, thereby allowing some genetalization. 

Though often undetected, these 'lenses' deeply affect how we make meanhg of the world 

and it is these 'meanhg frameworks7 that iduence our actions. (Lauzon, 1995) 

Consequently, our view of the world - or worldview - is tremendously important in 

providing the context within which we choose to act. 

This observation is no less m e  of social and scientific researchers in their 

investigations. Paraphrashg Thomas Khun, who was one of the best hown advocates of 

understanding the role of worldviews (he cailed them paradigms) in scientific inquiry, 

Wearing and Davidson (1997, p. 41) remind us that "the framework of a paradigrn is a 

prerequisite to perception itself." Western worldviews are characterizeâ by 

enlightenment thinking and 'positivism7- a belief that there exists an underlying order 

wfüch can be perceived through agreed-upon rules known as objective criteria 

Other worldviews are known to exist or have existed in the past. Singh (1992) 

refers to at least three other worldviews in the West, starting with the Greeks. The 

Greeks, he suggests, viewed the world cyclicaüy in which change indicated bad times and 

stability was optimal - these rotated intermittently depending on the will of the Gods. 

Another Western worldview was that of the medieval Christians who understood life as a 

downward progression in which the purpose of hurnanity was to seek saivation. Lastly, 

Singh proposes a 'biospheric' worldview that ''reveals the intrinsic interdependence of 

the social and economic systems and the global ecosystems, such as the land, the water 

bodies, the atmosphere, and the biota." (Singh, 1992, p. 148) 

Considering the understanding each faith and culture proposes for what the world 



represents opens the possibility for a much more extensive list. At the mot of these 

worldviews is a set of values and assumptions that provide some structure to the 

'meaning framework'. Values are maintainecl by suppressing experience and modes of 

behaviour that are incongruent with them (Lawon, 1995). 

While it is rwognized that many worldviews exist - often in overlapping ways - 
two stand out for having received wide attention in popular and social science literature 

today. Specifically, these are the 'mechaaistic' (dominant) worldview and the 

'ecological' (alternative) worldview. The Merature sources for this discussion are diverse 

and include sociology, resource management, planning, organizational development, 

philosophy and political economy. 

2.1.2 The M e c b s t i c  Worldview 

Though there may be many names for the dominant worldview, near-consensus is 

apparent among writers about what characteristics it possesses. Altemately called 

'mechanical'(Singh, 1992; Maser, 1997), 'mechanistic'(Korten, 1999), , 'reductionist' 

(Maser, 1997), 'rational-comprehensive' (Freidmann, 1987), 'logical positivist' 

(Habermas, cited in McCarthy, 1978), 'scientific' (Lauzon, 1995; Shand, 1990) and 

'empirical' (Lauzon, 1999); each has chosen a t m  to emphasize particular 

characteristics common to dl. For the purposes of ciarity however, 'mechanistic' or 

'mechanical' will be used for the dominant worldview except where selected quotes have 

been found, in which case the original wording has been presmed. 

The history of western civilization helps us to understand the mechanistic 

worldview and why differing nomenclature exists to descn'be this phenomena Though 



Lauzon (1995) and others argue that the formative sceds are found as far back as 2500 

B.C. and Sale (1997) suggests it was the 'age of expansion' of the 1400's that starteci 

things off, most agree that it was during the enlightenment - in the 17"' century - that this 

worldview became entrenched in modern western thinking. This era represents some of 

the most ciramatic and powerfiil changes in westem social and scientific thinking. 

The story of the emergence of the mechanistic worldview is of critical importance 

in understanding the present situation. Korten (1999) provides a rendition which is 

sumrnarized here. Others (eg. Lauzon, 1995) provide complimenîary - if somewhat more 

detailed - versions. 

Nicholas Copemicus (1473-1 543) argueâ for our current understanding of the 

Earth's daily and yearly rotations and the position of our planet in relation to the 

Sun. His conclusions were Iater re-afikned by Galileo Galilie (1546-1642) in the 

face of enormous resistance fkom the powerfui theological establishment which 

supported the theory that the universe revolved around Earth. in these times the 

Church was omnipotent and could bear no opposition that might weaken the 

sanctity of the knowledge it shared directly h m  God. 

Arnid times of increased but stili rare questionhg of Church doctrine, Rene 

Descartes (1 596-1650) used the new understanding of the universe to support his 

theory that celestial bodies moved in mathematicaily predictable ways and 

therefore had a mechanicd relation to one another that was established by God. 

The mathematical explanation of 'laws' of gravity by Sir Isaac Newton (1642- 

1727) confirmeci Ilescartes' hdings and enhanceci the view that "every event in 



nature is governed by universal laws that can be describeci in mathematical 

notation." (p.25) 

This new understanding of the universe, when combined with John Locke's 

(1 632-1704} theory that ail thought is baseci on sense perception made by an 

originally 'blank' mind, effectively "W science h m  the obligation to pay 

homage to revelation as a source of knowledge.*'(p.25) The public perception of 

God's powers were significantly diminished whereas the understanding of human 

capacity to influence their world was vastly expanded. if there had ever been a 

God, He was credited with getting things going but His hand in curent workings 

of a mechanical universe were not evident. 

While by no means an easy transition, acceptance of these ideas was assureci as 

the Christian-theologicai hegemony becarne incapable of dealing with emerging 

crises of the day. The failure of the thcologians to deal with plagues, agricultural 

blights, affairs of state and other issues of a burgeoning European population was 

al1 the more stark in the face of the explanations of the universe (beginning with 

Copernicus and Galileo) and creation that they seemed only capable of at lknhg 

with brute force. 

''Thus it was," Korten notes @.25), " h t  science came over tirne to see the 

universe as a gigantic clockwork driven by a spring that is graduaily running down to a 

state of exhaustion - a men collection of material parts that interact according to fixed 

physicai laws knowable through observation, measurement, and mathematical 

caiculation." The study of Me switched h m  an ali-encompassing philosophy to become 



reduced into compartmentalized disciplinary domains (or components) of cheniistry, 

physics, mathematics, etc. - each reinforcing their understanding that ernpirical 

measurement was the requisite for acknowledging existence. The accompanying wisdom 

was that which could not be measured must therefore not exist. 

One of the greatest supporters of this shift was the mathematician and sociologist 

Auguste Compte. Shand (1990) notes that it was Compte who, in the early nineteenth 

century, predicted the introduction of empiricism into studies previously regarded as 

moral; social theory had previously been based on what humans thought of one auother, 

as opposed to borrowing fiom the scientific observation of objects. "Once this transition 

[the adoption of empiricism into physicai sciences] had come about, Compte saw the 

obvious next step as the introduction of positivism into sociology, economics, ethics, and 

politics." (Ibid., p. 17) 

This newly acquired scientific understanding lay the ground-work for 

unprecedented levels of research and control of the material world. Mechanistic-based 

knowledge, growing at seemingly exponential rates, has aiiowed for leaps in medical 

know-how, agricultural production, travel beyond Earth's atmosphere, and 

communications as fast as Iight. While al1 are indications of what is of'ten called 

progress, they have not been without cost to human-ness. As Korten (1999, p.26) recalls, 

The scientific premise that iife is an accident and consciousness an illusion 
stripped our iives of any purpose or meaning. It was seventeenth-century 
philosopher Thomas Hobbes (1588-1679) who made the link between this 
premise and the moral philosophy of competitive self interest and 
materialistic hedonism subsequently embraced by modemist culture, 
current mainstream thought, and contemporary capitalism. 

Hobbes' conception of hedonistic materialism and competitive self-interest 



provided the basis for his beiief îhat authoritarian gov«nance was necessiuy to prevent 

humans h m  unrestrained gluttony and descendhg iato savage living conditions that 

would render life "poor, nasty, brutish and short" (citing Hobbes, Ibid., p.26). Historian 

Edward Burns (quoted in Korten, 1999, p. 27) provides a more thorougb 

Hobbes conteodeci that not only the universe but man himself cm be 
explained mechanicaiiy. Aii that man does is determined by appetites or 
aversions [fears], and these in turn are either inherited or acquired througb 
experience. in similar fashion, Hobbes maintallied there are no absolute 
standards of good and evil. Good is mereIy îhat which gives pleasure; 
evil, îhat which brings pain. Thus did Hobbes combine with materialisrn 
and mechanism a thoroughgoing philosophy of hedonism. 

The resulting vision of human pwpose profoundly infiuenced modem economics. 

The Hobbesian ideology of rational materialisrn was applied to the deveIopmwt of an 

understanding of human behaviour and social 'science' - the theoretical underpinnings of 

which were the goals of hedonism and material self-interest. This vision, applied to 

capitalism, is often rnistakenly associated with the ideas of Adam Smith (1723-1790) who 

argued for a 'market' economy fke of unnecessary govemment regulation. The 

association is common not just among proponents of unconsûained capitalism but also to 

its critics (eg: McMurtry 1999; Singh, 1992). Reference to Smith's original tex& as well 

as biographies of his life (in which ethics and morality figwd prominentiy), demonstrate 

that what is accepted as 'capitalism' is the antithesis of Smith's 'free market' (Korten, 

1999; Sad, 1995). 

The confusion between Smith's 'ûee market' and capitalism represents an 

example of how elusive such concepts can be. F e m d  Braudel (1990). m m o u & &  

on Material Civilization. provided a 'conceptuai framework' for understanding the N1 



effect of capitalism. His main point was that capitalism must be understood as a mode of 

exchange rather than a mode of production (Howard, 1985). To illustrate this concept, he 

created a three-tiered economic mode1 consisting of "materiai life", "market economy" 

and hally "capitalism". (Braudel, 1990, p.73) 

Braudel's ThreeTiered Economic Mode1 

Materia1 Life is virtually absent in our present systems of accounting. It is the 
most accessible because we are al1 engageci in it through preparing 
dinners for one-another, cleaning our homes, ironing our clothes, 
etc. 

Market Economy is where we h d  small businesses conducting their affairs in a 
mimer transparent to the consumer and with the a h  of earning a 
living without massive accumulations of wealth or gross 
exploitation. This is consistent with Adam Smith's theories and 
vision for where the 'invisible hand' of commerce would have its 
place. 

Capitalism is where monopolists dominate with the aim of maximizing profits 
through wealth extraction while minimishg the effects (or 
possibilities) of competition. "In the long procession of history, 
capitalism is the latecomer. It arrives when everything is ready." 
(Braudel, 1990, p.75) Idmite expansion of resource exploitation is 
assumed as are inexhaustible tesources to exploit, and limits on 
this are viewed as umecessary bamers - usually by the state. 
Distinctions between capitalism and market economy are 
occasionally blwed by phrases like 'free market capitalism', a 
texm whose meaning is intendeci to be more sirnilar to market 
economy than capitalism (as seen in Shand, 1990, p. 3) 

able 2.1 

After so much attention on capitalism, it is important to note that it is but one 

socio-economic constmct of the mechanistic worldview. Lauzon (1995) argues that 

Marxisrn was based to a high degree on the same scientism as that of capitalism - an 

observation concurring with politicai-economist Joseph Schumpeter (1942) and doubtless 

rnany others. Interestingly, for critics of these econornic theories, both have histories of 



massive environmental degradation and ecosystem d m c t i o n .  

While capitalism is arguably one of the most recognizabb manifestations of 

Hobbes' theory, the worldview on wbich it rats  has profound implications for social 

uiquiry. So deep are the assumptions of a mechanical universe, r e f d  to by 

philosophers as logical-positivism, thae most of us are unaware there may be cornpethg 

paradigms. This scientism bas itself becorne problematic among some of its supporters 

as extensive debate takes place as to who is scienthic and who is scientific (Shand, 

speaking about econumics, 1990, p. 10) - a distinction marked by which one can provide 

the most convincing argument of their sensory objectivity. 

U An Ecoloeical - Worldview 

As noted previously in the opening remarks about worldviews, it is possibk that a 

wide range of world-views exist. Having discussed the dominant worldview and reveaied 

some of its characteristics, a comparative example of an increasingly accepted ecological 

worldview is useful for the purpose of deepening understanding of the 'worldview' 

concept as weIl as for providing a bais for analysis in the discussions on the pages to 

corne. 

The natural environment, with its changes of seawn, its relentless cycles of 

growth and decay, and its dynamic complexities has tcceived much attention as a choice 

for humans to mode1 their understanding of the worid. Alternately r e f d  to as 

'Bioeconomics' (Lasn, 1997)' 'ecologicai' (Lasn, 1997; Korten, 19991, 'deep ecoIogy' 

(Deva11 and Sessions, I985), 'organic' (Kurten, 1999), and 'Biospheric' (Siagh, 1992), a 



worldview in which humans are part of the naturai world rather than separate h m  it is 

keenly sought by increasing numbers of people demanding an altemative to the 

mechanical worldview and its inherent weaknesses. The ciifferences between the various 

terms notwithstanding, for the purposes of clarity our discussion will use 'ecological' to 

describe this view excepting those instances where quotes may appear. 

The attraction of an ecoIogical worldview is summed up by Korten (1999, p.116). 

A shift h m  machine to organism as the guiding metaphor of pst-modem 
societies holds promise of a transformation in human consciousness, 
understanding, and institutions as profound as that which resulted ftom the 
Copernican revolution's shift fiom an earth-centd conception of the 
solar system. 

Korten's thoughts are eehoed by Devall and Sessions (1985) who argue that the 

curent failure of scientists to deaI with environmental crises bears similarity to the failure 

of the Church to address social concems at the beginning of the seventeenth century. The 

dominant worldview can no longer maintain a position of omnipotence in the face of 

mounting evidence of its failures. 

The ecological worldview understands humans as equals among organisms in a 

living universe. Hierarchal understandings of our species in relation to others has 

provided the justification for immeasurabk environmental destruction in an extremely 

brief period of tirne. Relative to the estimated occurrence of what physicists cal1 the 'Big 

Bang' in which the universe began fifieen billion years ago, our species is an extreme 

late-corner to the story of Me. Scaied against a twcnty-four hour clock, the sixteen 

thousand years of modern humanity occupies only a fiaction of the very last second of the 

clock - a d  yet has proceeded already to "place the planet at peril by reversing the process 



of nearly 4.5 billion years of evolution." (Korten, 1999, p.104) 

The root of diffetence between mechanical and ecological worldviews lies in their 

values. Where the mechanicd worldview prizes a measurable 'tnith' born h m  empirical 

methodologies, the ecological worldview is chiefly concerneci with the natural systems 

and the maintenance of their qualities as humans pursue their activities. 

The idea of nature is not free of contention and this is worthy of some 

consideration. Alexander Wilson (1991), in his overview of the contemporary North 

American relationship to iandscape and nature, Temin& us that ''nature is part of culnue"* 

An equally true observation might be that 'culture is part of nature'. Humans are the ody  

known species to have willfully attempted to separate themselves h m  their naturai 

habitats and try to remove signs of dependence on organic cycles. Nature's meaning is 

deeply complex - perhaps more so with every step we have taken towards a mechanistic 

existence. Separating science fiom our attempts to undetstand this is hardly usefui 

though, since science is also embedded in western culture, and itself provides important 

clues to how nature is understood. 

What most clearly defkes nar i  in the ecological worldview is the concept of 

interconnectedness (Deval1 and Sessions, 1985). On a human cultural level, this is 

manifested in the understanding that we are not (nor have we ever been) separate h m  

life forces. That the opposite is constantly being projected on us - h m  the design of 

cities to the position of 'resources' in our economy - represents a fdsehood. Nature is the 

oldest story there is and the only source of life. ''Humans and nature constnict one 

another." says Wilson (1991, p.13), '7gnoring that fact obscures the one way out of the 



current environmental crisis - living within and alongside of nature without dominating 

it." 

So much of the environmental literature is directecl towards concems for an 

impending crisis that a new reader could mistakenly understand the mai .  theme to be 

'damage control'. While mitigating and stopping alarming species and habitat 

destruction is necessary, the richness of the ecological worldview is not apparent without 

consideration of the deeply held values and beliefs it embodies in one sbape or another. 

These are not a hysterical response to crisis or romantic interpretations of enlightenment- 

era thinking - as some (eg: Brown, 1998) might bear them - but rather an expression of 

values and a deeply human search for meaning in life. Philosophical and spirituai 

considerations are integral to the ecologicai worldview rather than compartmentalised and 

separated as is the case in the mechanistic model. 

Ecobgical beliefs are rooted in pre-monotheistic societies, evidence of which is 

fomd in the traditions of indigenous peoples everywhere. Arne Naess (1988), Aldo 

Leopold (1966), Rachel Carson (1 962) and Gary Snyder (1992) are some weU-known 

contributors to a growing movement of western-raised people seeking deeper meaning in 

the quest for 'long-range' ecoIogicd approaches. Hence tems iike 'deep ecology' that 

denote a sensitivity to al1 non-human life and an on-going questionhg of purpose and of 

our role have become part of the language. As Devall and Sessions (1985, p. 65) note, 

'The essence of deep ecology is to keep asking more searchg questions about human 

life, society, and Nature as in the Western phiIosophicd tradition of Socrates." 

Since we are part of nature and our understanding of nature is deeply cultural, 



6nding ways to express the deeper meanhg of ecology as well as finding new directions 

to prevent our meeting with p a t e r  ecological ruin is chaiienging because it is complex. 

Not only are we not dealing with a machine composeci of exchangeable parts (tbereby 

deSing simplistic 'technical' solutions), but in fact we are part of the problem and al1 of 

our actions influence its continuation. While awareness of the existence of worldviews is 

in itself a major leap towards effectuating essential value changes, stnking at the seat of 

power of the mechanistic worldview is a necessary step; the organization of economy 

requires scrutiny. 

An ecological-economic model reflects the characteristics of an undisturbed 

ecosystem. Otherwise said, it captures the essence of interdependence of organisms in a 

select habitat. No ecosystem is static, and thus change is embraced as part of this model. 

included in the model would be a baiance of providers of services and goods, the absence 

of monopolistic 'choking' tendencies, the recognition of interwnnectedness and diversity 

as requisites of vitaiity, a pace of change representing general conditions ratber than 

selfish motivations, and activity that is locally situated and - ideally - owned or 

controlled. Such charactecistics, as Korten (1999) notes, bear close similarity to Adam 

Smith's vision of the ' ke-market' (a realization that couid eventually lead to a 

diminished use of Smith by capitalists seeking moral grounds for justifyhg monopolistic 

behaviour). 

The result of such an economic shift is not a 'levelingsff at the current statu 

quo. Economics that ensures sustainabiiity of functioning ecosystems is sometimes 

criticised for supporthg current Ievels of industrial activity and pollution. The confusion 



perhaps emerges fiom the perception that susbinability issues are something we forecast 

but are not (yet) threatened by. In fact, current human activity is causing devastating 

impacts that are clearly far h m  supportable in the long m; global warming and water 

pollution are just two of many l a rge -de  occurrences that evidence this change. It is 

only to emphasize how destructive western lifestyles are at present that ecologists 

propose scenarios of what would happen if out lifestyles were replicated througimut the 

world. Perpetuation of the western standard for what a 'developed society' must 

consume in order to live well spelis horrific conseQuences in a much shorter tirne than 

what current rates of destruction already predict. (Rees, 2000) 

Sustainability therefore must be understood as a vital concept in our dialogue with 

nature. While part of this will certainly be infonned h m  the biophysical studies of 

nature's capacity to endure pollution and produce raw materials, it must go fiirther into 

the sorts of questions asked by deep ecologists. What is our purpose? What is the 

purpose of nature? Do our answers to these questions lend themselves to long-term 

ecological swival? 

The interpretation by some that sustainability is a technique for mitigating damage 

fiom intensive activity arnounts to no more than a search to justifL perpetuating the 

mechanistic worldview. The findings fiam global studies (eg: WCED's 1987 a 
Common Future) that are meant to infiuence institutional and public behaviour rarely can 

provide adequate strength for the importance of value changes. Language, as an 

expression of the dominant meaning-hnework we iive in, presents an obstacle to 

providing clear interpretations of sustainability that can be operationalized in the context 



we cmently live within. The essence of sustainability, like that of ecofogy, is contrary to 

the extractive and exploitive practices we have developed to support our lifestyles. Thus, 

in an era of econornic prospenty and ecological awareness, we are attempting to live by 

two sets of values and may be confushg ourselves in the process. 

U Discussion on Worldviews 

As stated previously, worldviews are ofien active without the awareness of those 

who are acting in hem; even to deny acting h m  a worldview is to express having one. 

The assurnptions become embedded in our language, our traditions and our so-caiied 

practical decisions (McCartby, 1978). The trouble with this tendency is that it leads 

many to believe there are no choices on a wide range of important social and scientific 

issues (Reid, 1995). This belief bas become so entrenctied as to lead John Ralston Saul 

(1995) to describe the West as an ''umonscious" civilization. 

It is precisely the near-fûndamentalist vigour with which rational-positivists 

endorse theories of a mechanical universe that aiarm the critical theorists, lead by Jurgen 

Habermas. McCarthy (1978, p. 140) explains Habermas' objection: 

It is not a rnatter of choosing between the two [mechanicaVobjective YS. 

subjective] but of cnticizing any pretension to universal and exclusive 
validity on the part of either and of finding some sort of higher synthesis 
in which both have a place. 

We cIearly see that Habermas does not aim to promote interpretive understanding 

at the expense (or excIusion) of causal anaIysis. Rather, his view is that a piurality of 

interpretive approaches are vaiid, the balance of which is in constant development 

through intersubjective discourse. Thus, objective verification as exciusive 'tnith' does 



not exist. 

While this is of course anathema to many &fendhg the positivist approach, 

notable kernels of interest are increasingl y found among prominent physicists (Korten, 

1999). This is significant because these scientists occupy the core discipline supporthg a 

mechanical understanding of our universe. Shand (1990) notes the observations h m  one 

comentator on the progreçs of physics: "The 'exact sciences' no longer study an 

objective reali ty... the distinction between objective and subjective has vanished ... if the 

new physics has led us anywhere, it is back to ourselves ..." (p.24, quohg Zukor, 1980) 

This is further enforceci with ideas fiom such r e v d  physicists as Nils Bohr who, it is 

said, 

claimed that science tells us  nothing about the world as it is in iwlf - 'it 
tells us of the way we interact with the world.' Bohr went on to Say here 
is a hntier of the knowable - a  barri- that wouid never be breached. 
(Shand, 1990, p.24 citing an article in The Times, 3 December, 1983. 
Italics in original.) 

Devall and Sessions (1985) provide yet mote examples indicating that the 

defenders of a mecbistic universe have long been abandoued by the very scientists who 

would be sought to defend it. Frijof Capra, a respectai physicist himself, merges eastem 

spiritual understandings of 'one-ness' with emergiag western theories of physics in 

Much more codd be added in an argument against the monolithic position the 

mechanistic worldview occupies in the greater western society. Some discussion is 

merited on the different and opposing characteristics of the mechanistic and ecologicai 

wottdview before shifkg our attention to the economic systems that are integral to 



Devall and Sessions (1985) portray the stark contntst between the characteristics 

of the two worldviews under consideration here and establish a theoreticai fkamework 

used for data analysis in this papa (descxibed in cbapter hm). Though most of these 

points have been touched upon already, presenting them together illustrates how deep îhe 

differences are. 

Cornparison of Worldviews 

DcsLbhE 

Dominance over Nanue - HamionywithNahnc 

Narural Environmmr as Resoum for H u m  - Ail Nahirc has intnnsic worth/biospccics equnlity 

MatenaVefonomic growth for growing human - Elcgantiy Nnple mataial ntcds (matcriai goals 
papi,iurions xrving the largcr g d  of self-reaiization) 

BeIief in ample tesource reservcs - Eanh "supplies" limiicd 

High technological prognss and solutions - Appmpriate tccbnology; nandominating science 

Consumenmi - Doing wi!h enougkcycIhg 

NationaVcentraIizcd communiry .-. Muioritytnditionlbioregion 

I I 
Table 2.2 source: Devail& Sessions, 1985, p.69 

From the perspective of the dominant worldview, deep ecology does not carry 

sufficient scientific strength to merit serious consideration. There is just not enough 

'bard' evidence to justiQ the actions and expense of making drastic changes. In the face 

of irnpending (or continued, since it is fuily underway already if one notices rates of 

species extinction) ecological disaster, the mechanistic worldview adheres to the belief 

that human ingenuity is suff?cient to solve aii such problems. Furthemore, proponents of 

the mechanistic worldview challenge the occurrence of ecological decline on the 

scientific merits of those who advocate restrauit and ecological values. At tirnes this 



sounds like denying your ship is sinking because the hole h u g h  which water is pouring 

cannot be measured. 

Ed deBono (1999) uses a ship metaphor for another purpose. He suggests that 

modem western thinking is like a ship off course in which al1 han& are feverishly 

working on every aspect of the ship except those parts that control direction. Thus, we 

have a ship with gleaming fïxtures and snapping flags fiying high but are nevertheless 

puzzled by why our rudder and engine m m  continue to stem us wrong. 

Ln both descriptions of worldviews economics was selected as an especially 

important element of our society's manifestation of them. One could say that economics 

is the engine room of our ship. Contrary to what many reductionists propose, economics 

is not separate fiom other features of society or h m  the environmental and cultural 

problems that have emerged Erom the mechanistic worldview. Attempts to place western 

economics in some fonn of value-fke, or neutral space in which objective analysis resuits 

in optimal decisions is an expression of the degree to which scientism is practiced as a 

cult (Lauzon, 1995 refers to the 'cult of scientism'). 

The ultimate negative expression of economics in the mechanistic worldview is 

now embodied in capitalisrn. The recent so-caiied triurnph of capitalism has attracted 

new wind in the sails of its advocates as well as fksh arguments against it (Korten, 1999). 

As previously noted however, the same worldview was responsible for commuuism and it 

proved equally destructive to ecology (Lauuin 1995). Proponents of capitalism afEm its 

importance as an expression of dernomatic vaIues and its role in creating healthy 

economies. Such are the arguments being used to impose western-style economies by 



international organizations such as the International Monetary Fund and îhe World Bank 

thcough structural adjustment programs. These prograras are implemented by Third 

World govemments at the insisteme of First World institutions. (A situation which 

Rousset, 1995, M y  argues places immense powets in organizations that are not 

accountable to citizen5 and are thereby far h m  being democratic themselves.) 

A healthy economy, viewed through capitalist aiteria, constitutes one that 

provides maximum growth in profits with minimal impediients to conducting 

commerce. Using the heaith metaphor once again, some critics of capitalism view it as 

nothing less than a cancer causing massive destruction to the body (Earth) that sustains 

Iife (McMurtry, 1999; Korten, 1999). The essence of this argument is that like a cancer, 

capitalism grows until it overpowers its "host" and eventually kills it, thereby destroying 

itself as well. M e r  decimathg a location through resource depletion, pollution and over- 

saturation, practitioners of monopolistic, intensive, industrial activity re-locate and repeat 

the process. 

In the face of remarkable short-term success and imrneasurable financial wealth, 

arguing for an alternative economic structure garners little interest in corporate 

boardrooms. And yet some consideration of whether capitalisrn is the most natural or 

appropriate means of weaith distribution merits discussion. 

Arguments providing moral groundings for capitalism invariably situate the 

individual a s  the most important element at the expense of al1 others. To some extent this 

makes sense; who but humans can actively discuss and assert theV individual interests in 

a human-dominated setting? To date, birds and trees have relied on humans as their 

advocates. Curiously however, the degree to which capitalism is confUsed with the 
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market economy rarely attracts attention; for capitalists, the two are apparently one and 

the same. The failure of capitalism to support and fiilfil1 the moral values it is said to be 

based on reveals how deeply erroneous the fusion of these two has been. 

Reference to Adam Smith's original text, as well as biographies of his üfe (in 

which ethics and morality figured prominently), demonstrate that capitalisrn is not what 

his 'he-market' was intended to be (Korten, 1999; Sad, 1995). This provides a useful 

example of how the dominant worldview has successfully coopted and constructed 

supposedly 'natural' laws to support its financial and intellectuai power. Another well- 

known example of this is the adaption of Darwin's 'Survivai of the fittest' tIieory of 

species evolution for use in the human-social context and especiaily where economics is 

concemed. It has even been suggested that Darwin borrowed this concept h m  the 

capitaIist/industrial paradigm energing in his day. (Lauzon, 1995) 

Korten's cornparison of capitalism and market-economy echos much of the same 

differences Devall and Sessions (1985) raised in -. Table 2.3 (below) 

provides additional clarity for what the operationai differences might be between the 

values of the dominant worldview and those of the ecological one. It also enhances our 

analytic capacity in the process of interpreting the worldviews - something to be applied 

in the analysis of the data generated in this research. 

The 'Capitalism' column emphasizes nature's domination and separateness with 

little view to the long-term. The 'Heaithy Markets' column emphasizes relationship 

building, interdependency and a long-tenn interest in the weii-being of othen. 



Dominant Amactor 

Defining Purpose 

F i i  sizc 

Costs 

ownmhip 

Financial capital 

Cooperation Among cornpetitors to escape the Among pcoplc and cornmunitics to 
discipline of comgetition advance the common g d  

MW 

Use moncy to makc moncy for those 
wtio have money 

Purpose of invcstmcfit 

n i e  roie of profit 

Govenunent role Roaa the intema of properiy Advancc the human intenst 

Lif'c 

Employ available nsourccs to mr*. the 
basic nceds of evayone 

 va^ h W  

ExtemaliPd to the public 

unpaood, &- 

Global with no border~ 

Trade 1 Fm 1 Fair ond bolpnccd 1 

Smrllaldmcdi& 

Intemalucd by the user 

Paronal,mtcd 

LocaYnational with clcar bardas 

Mmimh privale profit 

An end to bt mairuniPd 

1 . . .  
Polihcai oncntahon 1 Elitist, dernocmq ofdollars 1 Populist, dcm-y ofpmons 1 

Increuc kn&d output 

An incmtivc to invest producrively 

~ - 

1 Table 2.3 from Konen, 1999, p.41 

2.2 Planning and Worldview 

As Campbell and Fainstein-(1996, p. 2) point out, in any discussion of theory and 

planning it is "hard to stake out a turf specinc to planning." Though planning has 

fiequently been understood as a product of Cartesian thinking (because of its emphasis on 

rationality), its porosity and mdti-discipiinary character have made it attractive to those 

seeking different approaches than the traditional ideological divisions that d e h e  

acadernic 'disciplines'. How we see the worid becornes the core of any design and thus 

planning has reflected petceptual shifts ovw the course of history. Where humans 

understand themselves as part of the land, so too do their habitation and settlement 



patterns reflect this. Where humans view ttiemselves as rnasters of the land and separafe 

h m  it, we see some of the worst cases of intensive urban development and indusûial 

contamination. 

Like al1 people, how plmers understand their world - or worldview - is 

tremendousiy important in shaping their interactions within it. As part of their 

professional responsibilities however, plamers are expected to &tain a bmader social 

awareness than many other citizens. If planners (and other like-professionals) are not 

capable of concephialipng and operationalizhg sustainability, it calls to question the 

capacity for a society (and our species) to suNive. While doubtlessly worthwhile, that 

particular discussion will not be engaged in here since one of the underlying assumptions 

of this paper must be that our society - aad indeed humanity - has the capacity to re-form 

and change. 

There are many approaches within the tradition of planning. While o h  assumed 

to take the fonn of a management science (ie: linear approaches to achieving goals and 

objectives), some planning theones offer compelling reasons to seek alternative 

approaches. Friedmann (1 987) provides a thorough overview of major planning 

approaches of which space prevents anythmg more than excerpts. 

Plannin~ as Social Refom: 

This is the approach most fiequently associateci with what Friedman (1987, p. 87) 

calls 'the central tradition in planning theory." The original reformers had a tendency to 

stay clear of poiitics, to court the central decision makm with their ideas, and to share a 

belief that a state of perfection can be achieved in the world He explains: 

From Bentham to Lindblom, h m  Saint-Simon to Etzioni and 
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Perloff, social refom is the grand tradition of planning theory. Over the 
past fi@ years, it produced not only the k t  models of institutionalized 
planning in the United States (Person, Tugwell), but also scores of noîable 
monographs as weil as three great synoptic treatises; Manheim's Man and 
Society in an Age of Reconstniction, Dahiand Lindblom's Politics, 
Economics, and Werfare, and Etzioni's The Active Society. In addition, it 
encouraged the invention of the major quantitative models for caiculation 
in central planning, incIuding social accounting, input-output analysis, 
economic poiicy, models, and models for urban and regional analysis. 
Major philosophical systems infonn the tradition. From the eighteenth 
century, it inherited Bentham's utilitarianism; h m  the nineteenth century, 
Comtean positivism; and h m  the twentieth century, Dewey's pragmatism 
and Popper's critical rationalism. Each of these tbinkers added a 
distinctive feature to the tradition. From Bentham, the social reformers 
learned to look at the consequences of potential action and to measure 
their costs and benefits; fiom Comte, they acquired a deep respect for the 
empirical study of society; h m  Dewey, they borrowed the image of social 
experimentation; and h m  Popper, they lemed about the ciifference 
between piecemeal and utopian engineering. 

Finally, we mu t  again be reminded of the towering figure of Max 
Weber, who traced the lineaments of a rationalized society and believed 
that in the practice of each, science and politics could and should be held 
apart. Only in this way could the practitioners each do that which they 
were best suited: scientists to produce knowledge and politicians to 
produce policy decisions. Al1 social reformers were interested in reforms, 
particularly in "grand" re fom of the "guidance system" of society. 
Economists developed information systems of considerable power, while 
the more philosophicaily inclined dreamed of central planning institutions, 
the "directive in history," and a "collective miad." In modified form, 
many of these institutional innovations were actually put in place. 
(F;riedrnann, 1987, p. 135-6) 

Plannine as Policv &&&: 

In many regards this second approach &ares the same perspective as the Social 

Refonners. 

Policy anaiysis is focused on decisions; it is a form of anticipatory 
decision-making, a cognitive process that uses technical reason to explore 
and evaiuate possible courses of action. The client for this exercise is a 
"rational decision maker" who is implicitly regarded also as the executor 
of policy who wiii follow up his or her choice with the appropriate 
irnplementing actions. (Freidmann, 1987 p. 18 1) 



Plannin~ as Social Jde-: 

Social leaming ... begins and ends with action, that is, with purposefiil 
activity. It is a complex, the-dependent process that involves, in addition 
to the action itself (which breaks into the stream of ongoing events to 
change reality), political strategy and tactics (which tell us how to 
overcome tesistance), theones of reality (which tell us what the world is 
like), and the values that inspire and direct the action. Taken together 
these four elements constitute a form of social practice. It is the essential 
wisdom of the social leaming tradition that practice and learning are 
constmed as correlative processes, so that one process necessarily implies 
the other. In this scheme decisions appear as a fleeting moment in the 
course of an ongoing practice. They are embedded in a leamhg process 
that flows h m  the attempt to change reality through practice. 
(Freidrnann, 1987 p. 18 1-2) 

. .  . 
Plannin~ as Social M o b w :  

The core of this approach is also referred to as "radical planning". Once again 

Friedmann provides a summary (1 987, p. 307). 

As the grand counter tradition, it approaches the question of social order in 
the light of transfomative theory and practice that hold considerable 
appeal for those who are *out effective power in society. htellectuals 
have been its principal proponents. It is they who have debated the grand 
themes of the tradition. But for better of for worse, they have always done 
so in the name of those who are better at articulating theù needs and hopes 
in the concrete settings of their daily struggles than in writing political 
tracts. And precisely because they stand in opposition, radical 
intellectuals have had to rethink society h m  the ground-up, both to gain a 
foot-hold for a fundamental critique of existing social relations and to 
fornulate a social vision capable of expressing emancipatory values. 

He concludes by saying (1987, p.308), 

With dl that is manifestly wrong with social mobilization as a 
tradition in planning, it is nevertheless the only tradition that can stand up 
to the dominant order. It points to an economics, a potitics, and a 
sociology that reject the seeming inevitability of uneven development, 
powerlessness, exploitation, and alienation that are the hallmarks of the 
capitalist world system. 

Though we see in each of these four approaches ciiffixing understandings of the world at 



work, one can also see how combinations could be possible. Friedmann suggests social 

leaming models can be adapted to the radical approach. Given their shared perspectives, 

one can also envision combinations of the Social Refom and Policy Analysis 

approaches. As each of these approaches emerged in respanse ta awareness of 

conditions and of the effectiveness of preceding approaches to deal with them, so too can 

we expect yet new permutations of these - or altogether new approaches - to emerge. 

Ultimately, a planning approach involves a search for methods of how people and 

communities wish to evolve. Within this search (as the above approaches demonsirate) 

there are choices between social coercion and consent. irrespective of one's philosophy 

about the ethics of these, in ternis of achieving goals of sustainability they offer stark 

differences. Coercion requires on-going pressure be applied by the powerful on the less- 

powerful. Consent involves fiee-will of choice being exercised by individuals. 

2.3 Understanding the Tourism Industry Through Selected Worldviews 

LU lb!dWD Rese Worldviews 

Despite generous attention h m  a variety of researchers, tourism literaîure's 

scarcity of worldview analysis presents a wide gap in researcher and practitioner 

understanding of this phenornena. Tourism is topical, complex and dynamic. 

Consequently, it has attracted a remarkably broad cross-section of social and scientific 

inquiry. However, only a mail portion of this bas deait in the philosophical territory of 

worldview theories. In one of the rare articles discussing this issue, Wearing and 

Davidson (1 997) warn that omitting alternative perspectives in tourism research restrains 

researchers fiom understanding more about it and will lirnit the relevance of research to 
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the practice. 

That few literature sources challenge the dominant worldview in tourism or offer 

more than mechanistic techniques for wping is hardly surprising; the researchers and 

tourism business owners (or 'operators', as they are lmowu) are themselves embedded in 

a society unaware of the depth to which choices are pemieated by worldview. The 

amount of research conducted annually with a focus on tourism is astonishing. Most of it 

is descriptive (generating data such as that in the previous paragraph) or technical (as in 

ûade journals) with only a smali fraction focussing on issues of community, environment 

or values in anything other thaa a promotional sense. More specificaily, tourism is a 

child of industrial capitaiism (Brown, 1998) and in its wake are ail the strengths and 

wehesses (albeit possibly in different proportions) of any other major, capital-intensive, 

industry. 

Tourism is characterized by several significant features. ûne of the 6rst points 

made by supporters and cntics, academics and bureaucrats and probably ail who are 

involved directly in the business is tourism's position as one of the largest industries in 

the world. For now, only the armaments business can boast greater sales. Other 

characteristics, such as its dependence on the success of other businesses (Manning, 

1998) and its shared use of resources with other industries or social sectors have made it 

difficult to quantitatively measure just how big tourism really is. Even so, observers have 

been able to isolate measurable indicators that signal the strength of most parts of the 

industry at any given tirne. One conclusion h m  these indicators has been the highly 

vulnerable position of the industry in relation to public opinion; "srnashed images:' 

Manning notes (1998, p.2 ) "are nearly impossible to repair". But perhaps the single 
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most distinctive characteristic of this industry is that it brings the consumer to the place of 

'consumption' rather than sending a product to the consumer (Manning, 1998). In this 

way, it truly defies the nom for global-scale industries. 

The principle objective here is not to analyse the impact of tourism on a global 

scale. Discussions about the rate and scale of tourism development, aithough vahd, have 

been conducted exhaustively and seem ta do no more than elevate this industry in 

cornparison to others; Brown (1998) concludes her book noting that since towism is not 

as environmentaily destructive as many other industries, it does not deserve the negative 

reviews it attracts. Relative judgements of the tourisrn indusûy achieve little in the way 

of progress and may do no more than perpetuate reductionist analysis. Situating the 

industry in relation to the dominant and ecologicai worldviews provides a different, and 

possibly more baianced understanding of the industry's weaknesses and potentials. 

2.3 OveMew of D m n s  of Global 

Despite the above-mentioned limitations to researching the tourism industry, 

some grasp of its dimensions is nevertheiess appropriate. international tourism, keenly 

observed by the World Tourism Organization, is calculated to have reached at least $445 

billion in total foreign cunency receipts in 1998 (Jaura, 1999). The year before, it was 

thought to have surpasseci $2 trillion (US) in gross expenditures. This cornes near the end 

of a decade of average yearly p w t h  rates of 12.5% (CTC, 1997a). "By 2020," Brown 

writes (1998, p. 11 8) "the World Tourism ûrganization is forecasting a threefoId growth 

in international travellers over 1996, estimating 1.6 bilüon tourists will be visiting foreign 

countries annuaily." 



The Canadian tourism market reflets the global picture but its actuai &are of the 

global success has slipped. Thus, analysts estimate that Canada lost appmximately 25% 

of its market share since 1985 while stili experiencing robust growîh h m  one year to 

another (CTC, 1997a). In 1995, the total tourisrn spending was $41.8 billion (Canadian), 

an amount that contributed $27.6 billion (or more than 4%) to the Gross Domestic 

Product representing a 7% growth from the year before. In 1996 29% of these 

expenditures were being made by non-residents (Statistics Canada, 1997). Also in that 

year an estimated 49 1.9 thousand person years of work were measured - a number that is 

expected to have climbed by 125,000 in 2005. For national tourism planners, it is the 

balance between what foreigners spend here and what Canadians spend outside that 

causes the most concem. Though $3 billion in annual travel deficits exists, analysts 

optimistically predict "a positive ûaâe balance on Canada's travel account will be 

achieved by 2002" so long as currency and global economic performance mains steady 

(CTC, 1997a, p.2). 

Tourism as a Devel- Tool 

In the early 1970's tourism was generally viewed as an excellent technique for 

local cconomic development. This was principally encourageci for the dweloping world, 

but also in the Euro-American context where the afnuent car-owning public were still 

keen for new destinations. What had started in the pst-war era became the nom; 

expansion of North Arnerican highways and attractions - such as National Parks - 
continueci with only a slight pause for the oil 'crisis' in 1974. 

Only towards the end of the 1970's did voices of concern becorne loud enough to 



attract the attention of the organizations who had been among tourisrn's strongest 

supporters. Emmanuel de Kadt's(1979) -ri to D e v m  and Turner 

and Ash's (1975) The G- munded the bugle for a flood of weii-aimed attacks 

on the industry. The cultural and enviromenta1 impacts of masses of (mostly) affiuent, 

white travellers to al1 parts of the globe became even more noticeable in the face of the 

explosive growth of the industry. In response to this, various management twls were 

developed to understand tourism and to assist planners. These include Plog's (1974) 

psychological continuum of traveIier types, Butler's (1980) tourism area cycle of 

evolution, and Doxey's (1976) "iridex" measuring irritation levels of local residents of 

heavily touristed regions. 

By the early eighties, the scale of Earth's myriad environmental crises were 

increasingly apparent even to the untrained observer. In 1983 Hector Lascurian-Ceballos 

proposed a concept intended to link this expanding industry to the protection of some of 

the world's rapidly disappearing natural treasures. While participating in an effort to 

lobby for the conservation of the wetlands of Mexico's norihem Yucatan as breeding and 

feeding habitats of the Arnerican Flamingo, Lascurian argued b t  the growing numbers 

of tourists interestecl in birdwatching presented alternatives to the marinas being proposed 

by Mexican authorities and business interests. "Hector believed such people 

could play an important role in boosting the local rurai economy, creating 

new jobs and preserving the 'ecology' of the area, and began using the word 

"ecotourism" to describe this phenornenon." ( s e  Appendix A) Later, a definition was 

forrnulated wîth guidelines, protocols and - as one can expect - seemingly endless 

varieties of adherents and detractors in its ranks. The latest version of Lascuxian- 
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Ceballos' defmition reads: 

Ecotourism is environmentally responsible travel and visitation to 
relatively undisturbed natural areas, in order to enjoy and appreciate nature 
(and auy accompanying cultural features - both past and pment) that 
promotes conservation, has low negative visitor impact, and provides for 
beneficially active socio-economic involvement of local populations. 
(Appendix A) 

The ecotoucism concept has become one of the most recognizable labels for 

tourism that seeks to stray fiom the mainstream. Associated with it, but differing in their 

own regards fiom the ecotourism ideal, are the likes of alternative tourism, nature 

tourism, sustainable tourism, green tourism, cultural tourism, low-impact tourism, 

responsible tourism, sensitive tourism, locally-developed tourism, and indigenous 

tourism. Besides creating markets for themselves, supporters of these tems have 

collectively provided continued reminders of the impacts of tourism and the b i t s  to the 

industry's growth. Thus, sustainability is a shared theme thughout. 

It may seem obvious that sustainability be an integral part of any tourism plan or 

organization, but only since the mid-1990's have industry leaders forrnally recognized 

this in the creation of industry awareness and standards organizations such as World 

TraveI and Tourism Councils Green Globe initiative (Green Globe, 2000) These efforts 

have yet to yield concrete results but they too suggest an increasing recognition of the 

lirnits of hurnan impact through tourism on the resources that form the attractions their 

businesses need. 

Sustainability in tourism is thus the recurring, essential, factor and yet just what it 

means remains rnurky (McCool, 1995). The vague objectives of the Bmtland 

Commission (WCED, 1987) have lefi some h t e d  by a lack of finn parameters and 



industry noms. Demands by govenunents to do something following the 1992 Earth 

Summit in Rio de Janiero whiIe maintaining a worldview M y  positioned in rational- 

positivist beliefs has yielded a s d e s  of guidelines, best-practices and impact indicators 

studies. It has also yielded some peculiar and oxymoric uses of the texm (Valls, 1997). 

Take 'sustainable growth' for exarnple, as a means to describe the rate of expansion of an 

already obese indusîry. As economist H m a n  Ddy (1996) has argued, 'sustained 

growth* is an impossibility statement which spells certain fàilure for any saciety or 

indusûy. 

Al1 well intentioned and al1 carrying highly usefui considerations, few of the 

approaches seem to question the values of industrial towism and fewer still, for al1 the 

emphasis on analysis and action, provide much direction for implementation. The trend 

seems to be to tinker with tourism within the structure of a capitalist economic system; 

hardly surprising when one recalls that m a s  tourism is a product of capitalism as weU as 

a symptom of what is so deeply wrong with it. 

Despite the amount of negative evidence against this industry, tourism operators 

and industry analysts have managed to produce a surprising amount of material arguing 

for the positive spinsffs of the industry. Brown (1998) comments on the ironic situation 

that tourism in fact has brought attention to c o d e s s  ecological and human rights abuse 

situations, forcing powerful perpetrators to effectuate changes. (A further irony about 

this is many of these situations are the result of capitalisrn - thus capitalism manages to be 

praised and denounced at once). Lewis (1998) makes a strong argument for locaiiy 

developed tourism as a mode1 for sustaiaability. Whatever the case, countless rurai 

communities in Canada and abroad have embraced the industry as a panacea for their 
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economic development woes; it is, after dl, one of the few commodities they have that 

cannot be stripped and shipped h m  theu peripbery to the urban centres. Their zeal has 

barely been abated by the ongoing debate of whether or not tourism has been beneficiai 

for rural communities and their econornies (Reid et ai, 1995; Brown, 1998; Lewis, 1998). 

2.4 Sustainability Operationalized 

The concept of sustainability has been discussed in parts of the text above. As 

mentioned in the introduction, some criticism and clarifications have ensued in the years 

since the term was popularized. Questions such as 'What is being sustained? Why are 

we sustaining this?" and "How should we practice sustainability?" are essential and strike 

at the root of which values are being expresseci by those applying the concept (McCool, 

1995). 

Since waiting for our collective values to change seems impractical and perhaps 

delusional (considering the current rate of ecological deterioration), attempts to explain 

and operationalize sustainability in ways that wiii irnpress upon a mechanicallysnented 

'meaning-framework' may be helpful. We need something tangible that will help us 

'see' the essence of the concept's meaning. Though no easy task, this is essentially what 

the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural ûrganization's (UNECSO) 

Biosphere Reserves represent. Partly because they represent something situated between 

the ecological and mechanical worldviews, Biosphere Reserves suffer h m  major 

obstacles in comprehension h m  al1 quarters - 'experts' and lay-people alike. 

The Biosphere Reserve concept emerged h m  the heightened environmental 

concerns of the 1960's and the UNESCO Conference on the Conservation and Rational 
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Use of the Biosphere, held in 1968. In the mikation that geographers and other 'social 

scientists' were develophg understandings of changes in the natural environment that 

were complimentary to the observations of biophysical scientists, gteater cooperation was 

sought. UNESCO's [sic] Man and the Biosphere Program (Md) assumed responsibility 

for the designation of Biosphere Reserve's in which caaperative research would take 

place in such a way as to improve the human-nature relationship. The definition of a 

Biosphere Reserve remaias samewhat vague on account of the diversity there is mong 

the world's ecosystems. UNESCO-Ma's promotional literature describes Biosphere 

Reserves as follows: 

Biosphere Reserves are areas of tertestna1 or coastd ecosystems which are 
intemationally recognized within UNESCO's Man and the Biosphere 
(Md) Programme for promoting and demonstra~g a balanced 
relationship between people and nahrre. Individual countries propose sites 
within their thtories which meet a given set of criteria for tIUs 
designation. Biosphere Reserves serve to combine the three following 
lûnc tions : 

Conservation: coniributing to the conservation of landscapes, 
ecosystems, species and genetic variation; 
development: fostering economic development which is 
ecoiogically and culturally sustainable; 

4 lugistic support: research, monitoring, training and education 
related to Id, regional, national and global conservation and 
sustainable development issues. (UNESCO-MaB poster, 1996) 

The following diagram helps illusuate how a designateâ area organizes itself to 

fulfiIl the preceding objectives. At its heart, a Biosphere Reserve contains a 'core' in 

which naturai processes of mewai and decay occur with the least possible human 

intervention. Occasional incursions for research purposes may take place, but the area is 

essentidy off tirnits to humans. Parts of National Parks are common choices for these 

sites. Smunding the core are two b a e r  zones. The k t  ~restricts human activity to 



only very low-scale impacts - like certain forms of tourism, monitoring, and selective 

harvesting of renewable resources (eg: nuts, wood). The second b&ér - called the 

Transition or Cwperation area - tends to have more intensive human activiîy (eg: 

agriculture, iorestry) but not so intense that the integrity of the core is threatened. BufTer 

zones are atso places in which humans live and as with resource use, minimal impacts to 

the ecosystem are encouraged. 

Thus the model illustrates the various levels of activity humans c m  carry on in a 

way that recognizes that plant and animal communities as well as the things they depend 

on for Iife (eg: water) rarely respect the boundaries we construct about them. 

Furthemore, the model captures the principal tenant of ecoIogy in its recognition of 

interdependence of al1 life in its territory. 

Biosphere Reserves, though nearing three decades of existence, have kept a low 

profile in cornparison to some other UNESCO-lead initiatives. World Heritage Sites, for 

example, are widely recognized and featured in touriçm Merature, other publications and 

public spaces such as road-signs. While vast amounts oibiophysical research have been 

carried out in North American Biosphere Reserves, what Iittle social research has been 

done has met with a lack of awareness (desalaberry & Reid, 1999; Reid, 1996) or 

misunderstandings that have lead to ouûight hostility (Goedeke & U o n ,  1998). 

The concept, like the ecological values it embodies, is not eady introduced into 

the dominant North American mind-set. Biosphere Reserves do not nomally have fixed, 

edorceabie perirneters that conform with standard understandings of private property or 

delineated temtory. They also tend to involve a wide range of organizations and 

individuals - thus transcending jurisdictions and conftsing partners whose organizations 
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An Example of a UNESCO Biosphere Reserve 
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Figure 2.1 

have been developed for fixed parcels of land. By extension, the lack of additional legal 

powers to enforce principles (except where these already exist through the presence of 

some other organization - fike a National Park) has made the term al1 but unknown to the 

public and little more than an award for those who are aware of it. 

These weaknesses notwithstanding, the concept bas several benefh - some of 

which minrir the preceding List. The Biosphere Reserve concept provides an example of 

an alternative to reductionist land 'management' approaches that are failing us. The BR 

program's permeable borders and vague deheations of 'zones' reflects the ecological 

conditions it aims to preserve. The range o f  organizations, though sometimes ineEéctuaI, 

reminds us that such efforts are collective respollsliiiities that transcend cultudly- 
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embedded jurisdictions. And as for the lack of taws, besides being wholly ùnpractical to 

implement, this omission is a necessary part of reducing the threat of environmental 

protection and recognizing the reality that it is the conduct of individuals by their own 

accord (based on theu values) that will ultimately detemine whether impacts bappen or 

not. Laws are a positive short-term solution ta a long-tm problern that only a change in 

attitudes and values c m  address. 

Most Biosphere Reserves, by including attractive natural features, fiequently bave 

a tourism component in theu econornic mix. IdealIy, this represents a positive fulfihent 

of the objective to encourage economically and ecologically sustainable development. in 

fact, very little is known about the leveis or impacts of tourism in the designated regions 

or about the potential for making tourkm a more significant contributor to the 

achievement of Biosphere Reserve objectives. For the most part, the extensive research 

done on tourisrn in protected places and in cura! communities is relevant and applicable, 

but this may not always be the case and more investigation is needed. 

Despite the absence of information, nationai BR management organizatioas in 

Europe and North America have ernbillked on developing strategies to develop tourism in 

the designated regions for the purpose of raising local and national awareness as welI as 

influencing positive deveIoprnent objectives (Soles, 1997; CBRA, 1999). 

In Canada, the Charlevoix Biosphere Reserve has for more than two years been 

recognized on the wvers of regional tourism brochures. At ihe end of the summer of 1999 

the Canadian Biosphere Reserve Association completed a three-phase proposal to market 

Biosphere Reserves as a tourism partnership and to develop meanin* guidelines and 

networks for participants to take part in (Craig, 1999). In some parts of Canada steps 
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towards Iinking toirrism to the Biosphete Reserve designation are more tentative than in 

Charkvoix; regional managers mut explore the signifieance of the concept as it relates to 

their priorities and local interests. Careful monitoring of pgress, together with the lessons 

h m  otber parts of the worid, muid provide much needed information fur the development 

of a relationship that respects the objectives of the program. 

As might be expected, ail known efforts to develop a Link between Biosphere 

Reserves and tourism in Canada have focusseci primarily on nanire tourism and secondly on 

cuIturitl towism. In aü cases, the emphasis has been on market development and creating 

incentives for the participation of operators in more environrnentally conscious ways. 

Proposed approaches to this include developing shared recognition or stature of services, 

shared marketing through national campaigus, and shared quality standards to develop 

'brandi loyalty. Since Biosphere Reserves in Canada fom a loose federation of agencies, 

coordinating this is far h m  straight-forward and seems to de@ linear management models. 

Adapting the concept to the Canadian Tourism Commission's 'Product Club' marketing 

effort, whose main objective is indusfry growth, necessarily leads the CBRA towards some 

difficult decisians of how it will btoker its core objectives with its motivation for popular 

recognition and organizatiunal viability. Once again, information üom monitoring the 

ernerging linkages between Biosphere Reserves and tourism may shed Light wbere Little has 

been offered before. 

2.5 Summary of the Litenture 

The ideas discussed in the previous pages set a broad stage for the research 

undertaken. While there is vastly more that can be said about the implications and details 
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of each of the main ideas discussed, it is hoped that eaough bas been provided to allow clear 

understandhg of the remaining portions of the îhesis. Tbe Itok between the selected 

concepts is hopefiilly clear as wei& but merits a simplifieci repetition; Worldview inûuences 

the approach a planner selects, the selected approach affects the results of the activity 

undertaken, the activity (in tbis case it is tourism} will to a greater or lesser extent be 

ecoIogically sustainable. If our activities remain ecologically destructive our habitat will 

eventually choke us into extinction - but probably not before humans have rendered still 

more species extinct. Hence, further understanding of worldview, and possibly of how to 

influence worldview, points towards improved human interactions with the natural world. 



CHAPTER m E  - METHODOLOGY 

3.1 Approach and Design 

IdentifLing an appropriate theoretical orientation for the research methods to 

conduct a study is an integral part of how any researcher makes meaning of the world. 

As Patton (1990, p. 67) notes, 'The idea of theory-method Mages means that how you 

study the world determines what you leam about the world." It is not within the scope of 

this thesis to undertake a lengthy examination of the characteristics of qualitative and 

quantitative research approaches; this has been thoroughiy undertaken eisewhere 

(ivIcCraken, 1988, Creswell, 1994 are a few of many). Instead, I wiii briefly discuss the 

worldviews in relation to general approaches before providing a more detailed 

explanation of the approach used for this study. 

A mechanistic worldview demands measured, ernpirically-based indicators in 

order to develop simplified understandings for the pwposes of generalization and creation 

of 'laws'. Such scientific practices have many excellent applications, but are not suited to 

a range of types of inquiry. Examples of things difficult to quantify include issues of 

moraI or ethical judgement and situations where meaning or understanding is being 

sought. Even when nurnbers are obtained through accepted methods of measuring (as 

performed by statisticians), the act of interpreting these data is contextually infiuenced 

and refiects the researcher's subjectivity. By attempting to remove context h m  the 

interpretation of data, decision-making takes on a sanitized, inhuman quaiity and teduces 

the uti lity of the hdings. 

The ecological worldview attempts to provide a more holistic understanding of 



events in which meaning is derived through many fonns of interpretation. Truth and 

meaning are deterrnined not through quantifiable measurement but through discourse 

between the affected people. This process of discourse for the purpose of making 

meaning of phenomena can be tenned 'dialecticai'. A dialectic process of making 

meaning typically involves a convergence towards consensus rather than the oppositional 

widiose style of argument in which evidence is submitted in order ta support or dismiss 

an idea. Similar to the definhg characteristic of ecology, dialectical approaches of 

making meaning accept that those sharing ideas become inter-related and their views are 

affected and modified as they interpret the thoughts of others. In tum, their tesponses to 

these thoughts modi@ the views of those who first expressed them. This is an ongoing- 

process involving continuous refinement with benefits and outcomes that, although 

experienced differently by each person, are mutual. Any research approacb dealing witfi 

the ecological woridview is likely to stmggle with the need to respect the dialecticaI 

process of how we make meaning h m  phenomena while also making such a cornplex 

and on-going matter manageable for the purpose of interpretation. Necessarily, this leads 

to irnposing some artificial simplifications and restrictions on the research (eg: a fïxed 

tirne-window of observation). 

As with al1 research, the questions asked S o m  the cboice of approaches. Since 

the purpose of this thesis is to uuderstand and make meaning out of something less suited 

to quantitative memement, a qualitative inquiry is appropriate. As McCracken (1988) 

and others have noted, there are many dBerences and conflicts within qualitative 

approaches and therefore some fiirther explanation is due. Paîton's (1990) careful 



dissection of the spectnun of possible avenues within the qualitative tradition help to 

identifY the most appropriate approach used for this study's data-collection as 

hermeneutics- The essence of hermeneutics, "is the study of interpretive understanding, 

or meaning, with special attention to context and original purpose" (Patton, 1990, p.84). 

This is far fiom a sûaightforward endeavour. Though the origins of hermeneutics are the 

interpretive techniques for Greek legends, Kneller (1984) proposes four principles that 

are useful for clarity in curent usage. 

1. Understanding the human act or product, and hence al1 leaniing, is like 
interpreting a text 

2. Al1 interpretation occurs within a tradition 
3. Interpretation involves opening myself to a text (or its analogue) and 

questionhg it 
4. 1 mut  interpret a text in the light of my situation (Kneller, 1984, p. 68) 

Even with Kneller's principles the individual researcher's choices in how ihey are 

achieved are subjective and thereby likely to Vary h m  one person to the next. This is 

why it is important to know about "the researcher as well as the researched to place any 

qualitative study in a proper, henneneutic context." (Patton, 1990, p.85) In al1 cases, 

application of hermeneutics requires clariîy of whose perspective is being used to 

interpret meaning. 

Patton's (1 990) distinctions within the qualitative approach were greatly enhanced 

. . 
and made operational through Joseph Maxwell's (1 996). 

Maxwell draws fiom Patton (1990)' Guba and Lincoln (1989) , Miles and Huberman 

(1 994) and others to provide a comprehensive and highly usefui book for assisting 

researchers to refine their goals and undertake the job of carrying out the study. Far h m  

being a prescriptive "cook-book" for designhg research, Maxwell asks questions that 
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probe deeply into the meaning and purpose of the proposeci study and of the researcher 

thernselves. With h emphasis on there being no single 'correct' manner of carrying 

out such work, the closest he comes to prescribing design elements is to emphasize the 

importance of there being an evident interna1 logic throughout. He suggests this can be 

achieved through connecting purpose and conceptuai context and linking these to the 

research questions. Once this link is complete, methods are selected aud al1 parts are 

reviewed together to ensure vaiidity. In each step, it is essential to recall that these 

components are interactive and thus no twa stand alone (Maxwell, 1996, p.10). Figure 

3.1 illustrates how Maxwell connects these stages. Besides the logical relevance of 

interactivity, this approach captures the essence of Lauzon's (1998) description of 

dialectical processes of making meaning. 

3.2 Data Collection 



For choosing appropriate data collection methods, a Mc between research 

questions and me!hodologies helps ensure the best choices are made. Hm, Maxwell's 

(1996) proposed 'matrixi provides clarity to d e r  and researcher alike. From table 3.1 

we see a clear progression h m  questions to methods as we read thm left to right. 

What do f nctd to 
know? I 
What are wotldviws? 
Sustainabili~'? Tourism? 

------- 
What 1s the relationship 
bcrwecn woridvicws, 
tourism and 
sustainability? ------- 
H O ~  do we d a & ~  
somcone's wotIdview? 

in which wap do d l  
tourinn business owncrs 
perceive lhe world 

Whaî signifieancc docs 
their woridvicw have for 
sustainability? 

Why do 1 n œ d  to know 
this? 

To dari@ and valiâarc th 
goal of thc study 

------- 
To collm and maiysc 
data lbatwill cdmpopd 

------- 
To dcvclop an 
undmtanding of which 
worldvicws peopIe are 
situaicd in. 

------- 
Ta sises h w  k i r  
w o r l d v i ~  mRumces ihc 
pmicc ofsustninobk 
tourimL 

Table 3.1 Adaated from Maxwell. 1996 

Wbat kind i f  daîa wül 1 Whom do 1 contact for 

- - - - - - - 
cornparison of literanue 
sources with uimc 
interview 
nsponses/opinions 
---ce-- 

LiiaPaae w woridviews 
aaamibaaol~ea 

. - - - - - - - -  
tiicronirr, discussions 
with dvisops and 
cdllcagucr 

Data Planning Ma- 

interviews provided a nch data-base of information. These were conducted using 

I I  

r 

- 
le 

d 

d 

- 
! 

- 

a semi-structured questio~aire in a manner respecting McCrackenis guideiines h m  lk 

Lone Interview (1988). As he notes, a questionnaire is essential for the purpose of 

ensuring the matenal is covered, for helping to manufbcture some quisite distance 

between the respondent and the interviewer, for setting îhe direction of discourse, and it 
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helps keep the interviewer's focus on the testimony of the respondent (McCracken, 1988, 

p.24-25) The intention was not to ma te  a rigid and sterile approach to data collection and 

thus respondents were free to digress and tell stories as weii as respond to additionai 

questions posed during the interview. At times, questions were shufned to accommodate 

for the order in which respondents touched on subjects or how the conversation evolved. 

Al1 but two interviews were tape-recorded and mostly conducted in their place of 

work or homes of respondents. The two that were recorded through hand-written notes 

were telephone interviews. The twenty interviews that form the original data-base 

provide a wide variety of voices h m  within the Uidustry and h m  a number of 

perspectives l o o h g  into the industry. With a balanced gender representation and in 

nearly ail cases over 10 years of living in the area or dealing directly with the issues in 

-- - 

Organizational AfiiliationsiOccupatIons of Respoadents 

Executives, Non-govemmental environmental organizations 
Executive, Non-govermental recmtional organization 
Owners of mal1 retail businesses 
Members of t o m  council 
Owner, campground 
Owner, recreation facility 
Planning consultant 
Restaurant owners, 
Federal govemment bureaucrat 
Bed & breakfast ownm 
Motel managers 
Owner, tourisrn recreation business 
Mayor 
Member of management team, Parks Canada 
Manager, marine toinisin business 
Owner, marine tourism business 
Chamber of cormncfce executiw 
Tornism association executives 

Figure 3.2 



one way or another, the intentiewees formed a strong base of local and regional 

knowledge. Among local residents, this was evidenced in the high number holding or 

who had recently held positions of leadership in the fom of municipal council seats, 

chamber of commerce participation, industry association participation, or environmental 

organizations. Owing to respondent privacy, their identities are not available for 

publication but their diversity is evident in the previous List of occupations and 

backgrounds. 

The data was collected in the Bruce Peninsula, an area rich in ecological diversity 

and known for the imposing presence of the Niagara Escarpment ninning dong its 

esatern shoreline. The area is described in greater detail in the following chapter. 

Though representation of various occupations was broad, two important limitations must 

be noted here. The first is the unequal distribution of respondents within the study area. 

Ten were from the northern part of the peninsula, and three h m  each of the other two 

parts and the remaining four h m  elsewhere in Ontario. There was no representation 

fiom the western (Lake Huron) side of the peninsuia. Thus the sarnple is of tourism 

operators that are in close proximity to the escarpment and is roughly spread in such a 

way that it reflects the density of tourism businesses in the northem end. 

The second limitation is there was no data collected h m  either of the 6rst nations 

reserves located in the study area. Were this a comparative study, balancing 

representation of the two most evident cultures on the peninsula would be highiy 

appropriate. As weli, the tourism industry is concentrateci in the han& of the non-native 

population - a group already diverse enough in their views (despite the initial impression 



of cultural homogeniety) that including voices h m  the reserve without providing 

adequate comparison would likely have been Mtless and possibly amount to no more 

than tokenism. A study of native tour-operators worldviews would likely be a valuable 

contribution to the literature, as would a cornparison of native and non-native 

worldviews. 

The number of respondents was limited by &ta-collection and transcription 

resources as well as their willingness to take tirne away h m  work at the height of their 

season. At times, respondents were either very short on time or simply could spare none 

at al1 to talk. M e r  their season, many left the area during the winter months. 

The questions covered a range of matters frorn general outlook on environmental 

and planning issues, to the tourism industry, the Biosphere Reserve concept and how dl 

of these were related. The questions were developeâ for the pwpose of collecting data to 

produce a technical report (desalabeny & Reid, 1999) before cornplethg this piece of 

research, This is understood as a limitation of the shidy which must be taken into account 

when interpreting the findings (as discussed below) and making conclusions. 

For the puipose of this thesis, analysing al1 twenty interviews was not deemed 

necessary or feasible. Instead, selecting fewer respondents provided the opportunity to 

explore theu responses further and provide greater oppormnity for th& voices to be 

included. Of the eight respondents selected, six are tourism operators and two are 

associated with non-govemmental organizations with relations to the tourism sector. The 

eight are geographically disperseci in a balanced way, previous limitations 

notwithstanding. Table 3.2 provides a snapshot of selected respondents which is perhaps 



heipful in assessing the demographic of the respondents; it provides as much of an idea of 

who was included as who was not. 

Actually selecting the eight cases involved a few things. First, some of the 

interviews were more complete than others. Some were excluded on the basis tbat they 

overlapped significantly with other cases. A couple were also omitted because there was 

no apparent way to meaaingwiy include their thoughts and still preserve their anonymity 

(an issue far more difficult to manage than had been expected). 

1 Profile of Respoadents 1 
1 Greg Peter 

1 Table 3.2 Shadcd anas indicatc wsitive a m e r  1 

Before delving into descnbing the analytic process used, it is usehl to recdl 

Maxwell's (1996, p.78) observations about qualitative data adysis 

Data analysis is probably the aspect of qualitative research that most 
clearly distinguishes it h m  experimental and survey research, and the one 
that is least familiar to cesearchers mming to qualitative researcb h m  
other traditions. 

Maxwell continues with some suggestions fbr how to break the data into manageably 

sized pieces for interpretation while retaïning an understanding of context. These 



suggestions echo McCracken (1988) and others. 

For manageability, a fairly straightforward categorizing of statements is most 

effective and this can be done with or without pre-detennined themes or even with a mix 

of these so long as whatever is chosen is grounded in the data. As for maintaining an 

understanding of context, Maxwell (1996) suggests the use of sîrategies that "search for 

relationships that comect statements and events within a context into a coherent whole" 

(p.79). Case studies, profiles and other like methods can be used in a variety of ways to 

make these connections. 

Analysis of the data is intended to follow roughly what Creswell describes as a 

"tentative conceptual hework"(l994, p.97). In this situation, theories are integral but 

are not being tested. The worldview theories, described in the previous section as 

Mechanistic and Ecological, act as lenses through which the contents of the interviews 

was understood. This does not follow a rigid checklist but the major characteristics of the 

worldviews, as outlined earlier in tables 2.1 and 2.2, form an initial h e w o r k  for 

rnaking observations and extracthg meaning out of what respondents have said. The 

fiamework, as adapted fiom the tables in the literature review, is presented below. 

Content analysis cm be conducted in an ongoing way as interviews are conducted 

or once they are complete (Maxwell, 1996). In either case there are strengths but for this 

study content analysis was conducted following the completion of al1 interviews. For the 

most part, this choice reflected the practical considerations of getting transcripts done in 

time and coordinating other aspects of the research project. 

Once transcribed, the data was coded and sorted into themes derived fmm Devall 



and Sessions' (1985) cornparison of worldviews. These themes, wbose descriptive 

'names' I assigaed in absence of any provided, appear in the left-hand column of Table 

3.3. Interpretive assistance is gained in the descriptions of the remaining columns. 

Some themes (with * in Table 3.3 below) could not be adequately addressecl 

through transcription materials, and these constitute a limitation of the study. WMe 

some of this data may have been collected using a different research design, the 

categories fa11 into themes that are very difficult to ask meaningfùi questions about in the 

context in which the interviews were being conducted. 

To avoid interpreting data outside of the context, each utterance was first 

reviewed against the general profile of the individual. Next, it was reviewed against the 

greater context of interviews as derived fiom al1 the respondents. 

Ana 

Rclationship with nimai world 

Principal value of naniral 
cnvironmcnt 

lytic Framework and Explanation 

I Nanital Environment as Resourcc ALI Naturc has inmnsic 
for Humans 1 worthhiospecics cquaiity 

Dominant Warldvicw 

Dominance o v a  Nature 

*Rolc of tcchnology 

Erologid Worldview 

H m o n y  with Nanuc 

'Characteristics of consumption 

I Btlicf in ample iesaurce rcscrves Earth "supplies" limited I I 
I Maic~aYcconomic grawfh for 

p w i n g  human populations 

I High tcchnological progrcss and Appmpnatc tcchnology; non- 
solutions 1 dominating science 1 

Elegantly simple matmial nads 
(material goals sming rhc largcr 
goai of self-rdization) 

Table 3.3 - not part of analytic hamework I 

Consumdsm 

Nafionaüccntralizcd comunity 

For the purposes of coding data, a table (see 3.4 below) was developed for each 

respondent in which the thematic categories were placed across the top and sections of 

Doing with mough/rrcycling 

Minority tradition/biongion 



responses (dong with impressions there of) were inserted below. 

Template Sbowing Tbematic Organization of Data and Data Source 

Relatiomhip 
with nature 

Table 3.4 

'inter-views 

Selection of passages h m  interviews was of course a somewhat subjective matter 

Principai vdue of 
naturd 

environment 

*interviews 'inter-views 'inter-views 

in which a constant eye was kept to maintain a balance between my biases, the greater 

context in which the statements were made and the applicability of certain statements to 

Limib of nrhvrl 
cnourcs 

more than one category. This table is the principal tool for organizing and interpreting 

Politid 
organiution 

categories of data, but it also serves as a tool to profile respondents. Viewed together, 

further insights cm be made that provide some contextually significant data. 

Since respondents were not just commenting on themselves, a M e r  analytic tool 

was used to situate their worldviews, those they considered were held by their community 

(including other operators) and those of tourists. Once again, a table (3.5, below) served 

useful as a resource. In this case however, the utiiity of the table is its capacity to iden* 

where there were responses relating to one of the thematic groupings. In this regard, the 

tables on their own provide Little understanding of the individual or of the context in 

which the information was gathered. This is why the tables have been placed in appendix 



Individuil 

Community 

Touriun , 

Individuil 

( Table 3.5 

Dominant >> a 



CHAPTER FOUR - SITE DESCRIPTION 

4.1 Selection 

Selecting a place from which to collect data d l y  involves a number of factors. 

For this study, site selection was influenced by the research parameters and the 

availability of fiuiding. 

The Bruce Peninsda fonns the northem section of an ancient m k y  land-form 

called the Niagara Escarpment and is almost entirely located withiu the politicai 

boundaries of Bruce County (see map in Appendix D). in many ways it is an ideal place 

for understanding the relationship of worldview and tourism practice; it is inhabited by 

two distinct cultures (native and non-native) ihat each fonn relatively homogenous 

cornmunities. The economic well-being of the region has aiways been tied to the land or 

surroundhg waters, it is well poised to benefit h m  continued popularity of nature- 

tourism, and the traditionai balance between its cornmunities is now increasingly being 

challenged through local changes and extemai pressures. Additionally, its position in 

relation to large urban centres places it beyond commuting distance but still close enough 

to be highly infiuenced by changing urban practices. One might Say the peninsula is on 

the cusp of important changes, some of which are well underway. 

The following pages provide a bief overview of the naturai and culturai history of 

the area as well as a curent economic and touristic profile. A separate listing of sources 

has been provided in Appendix [BI for readers seeking a more detailed account of the 

region. 



4.2 Ceography and Natnral EUstory 

The Niagara Escarpment is the single greatest geographic feanire of the Peninsula. 

It has probably done mare to distiapuish tbis ecology h m  that ofother places in 

southern Ontario. On acwunt of the large bodies ofwater swrounding al1 but the 

southeni portion, the many small intand lakes and the presence of wetlands and mixed 

forested areas, a good diversity of habitats exists in tbis srnaIl region. 

Ontario's Niagara Escarpment stretches hlly 725 kilometres h m  Niagara Falls 

in the south to Tobemory at the northem tip of the Bruce Peninsula In fact, this 

represents only part of a greater geological formation that extends further muth into New 

York State and, in the north, arcs westerly emerging on Manitoulin island and again in 

Michigan and Wisconsin. (CONE, 1998) The Bruce Peninsula itself comprises the 

northem-most 80 kilornetres of the Escarprnent that are contiguous to the provinces 

mainland. 

The Niagara Escarpment's bedrock is composed of haestones, dolostones, shales, 

and sandstones dating as far badr as 450 million years to the Ordovican and Silurian 

Periods of the geological time scale. Unlike many oiher escarprnents, this one is a 

'cuesta' - meaning that it has been fonned through processes of erosion instead of being 

the result of a fadt in the Earth's cnist. Once much greater than it now is, millions of 

years of erosion has kad to recede into its current position in the landscape of southern 

Ontario. Glacial activity, which in places nearby the escarpment dramatically iduenced 

the landscape, for the most part did not have a major impact on the land form. With its 

mixture of soil-types, crevices and plateaus, the Niagara Escarpment provides conditions 



that make a range of micro-ciimates possible. These chnates support a diverse 

population of plants and animal He. (CONE, 1998 p. 10-1 1) 

The blue waters surrounding the peninsula are probably just as noticeable as the 

escarpment. Lake Huron to the West and Georgian Bay (an extension of Lake Huron) 

join at the escarpment's northern tip. In these waters the diverse aquatic life includes 

indigenous and exotic species common to other parts of Southern Ontario and the Great 

Lakes region (Fisher, 1998). In the interior sections of the peninsula healthy (if 

unspectacular) aquatic diversity is also found. 

The Bruce Peninsula National Park Management Plan provides a suitable 

surnmary of these habitats; 

There are over 60 species of fish that can be found in the iniand lakes , 
streams, ponds, mmhes, and sunoundhg waters of the parks. Northem 
Pike, malhouth bas, and to a much lesser extent walleye are common in 
the uiland Iakes. Two coldwater streams support resident brook trout, and 
a number of andromous sahonid species. (Parks Canada, 1998, p. 4) 

The richness of the plant life of the peninsula reflects the diversity of habitats both 

on the escarpment and on the West shoreline dong Lake Hum. Once again the 

Management Plan provides a summary. 

The entire Bruce Peninsula is well known for its diversity of orchids and 
ferns, as well as the presence of plants whose ranges do not normally 
extend into southem or centrai Ontario. Recent studies have fond  that the 
stunted eastern cedars that grow on the cliff face are among the oldest trees 
in North America, despite their smaU size. (Parks Canada, 1998, p.2) 

Though originaiiy forested with hemlock and mixed bardwoods, extensive 

logging, slash burning and agricultural clearing took place in the eariier parts of the 1900. 

Since then the forest grew back as a mixed forest that is dominant maple-beech in the 



south transisting to a mixed cedar-poplar in the north. 

Among the wildiife, it is perhaps the birds that get the greatest attention h m  

visitors but must by no means eciipse the many other animals. There are over two 

hundred species of birds and forty species of mammals. The list of mammals includes 

Hoary and Red bats, black bears, white-tailed deer, coyote, fox, fishers, bobcat, lynx, 

beaver, and mink.(Iüley, Jalava and Varga, 1996) 

4.3 Cultural History 

On a political map, the Bruce Peninsula makes up the northern part of Bruce 

County. For many residents, the town of Wiarton marks the 'gateway' to the Peninsda. 

Because of it's remoteness and its economic reliance on primary resources and tourism, 

the region retains much similarity to Northem Ontario. The cultural landscape of the 

Peninsula is shaped by a number of different groups. These inciude First Nations, non- 

native peoples, seasonal residents and tourists. 

U Native Peo~ies 

Until 1836 First Nations occupied ail parts of what is now known as Bruce 

County with some non-native inhabitants scattered through the countryside. For just a 

few short years the Ojibwa people continued to g o v m  the Peninsula before it too was 

annexed by the County in 185 1. In 187 1 a census count determined there were 245 

native people in the two Reserves. One hundred years later this number had quadnipled, 

and curent population estimates are about 1300 people Living in both First Nations 

(Planning and Reorganizing Cornmittee, 1975; Fisher, 1998). 



The lives of the first inhabitants of the region were closely attached to the land in 

what is currently considered subsistence living. Fisher (p.22) explains, 'Wunting, 

collecting, occasional gardening, and especially maple synip production were important 

sustenance activities." But it was the waters that provided the Ojibwa with their greatest 

source of food and trade. The catches of trout and whitefish were "smoked, dried or 

frozen for periods of scarcity or trade."(Ibid) It was only after three centuries since k t  

contact with Europeans that this Livelihood succumbed to exotic species and over-fishing 

by the encroaching newcomers. 

The Ojibwa people of the Bruce Peninsula have experienced continueci 

marginalization since the mid-nineteenth century. M e r  ceding (under pressure) al1 but 

the two reserves they continue to occupy (one on each side of the Peninsula), the 

chronology of their experience reads like a text-book example af white-goverment 

ignorance, disregard for treaties and a general lack of respect. Though too exhaustive to 

list here, it includes unfùlfilled promises of road-building, more ceding of tenitory under 

hardship conditions, disregard for theu concems of over-fishing, restrictions on their 

ability to fish for more than persona1 coasumption, and attempts to change the strength of 

their rights to fish through re-wording agreements io read "privilege to fish". There are 

currently several land-daims outstanding on the Peninsula as well as on-going issues 

regarding the disputes between native and non-natives in the fishery (Fischer, 1998). 

4.3.2 Non-native r e s i d a  

Like most parts of Bruce County, the Peninsula was predominantly settled by 

English, Scottish and Irish immigrants; an ethnic combination that continues to be 



reflected in the curent inhabitants (Statistics Canada, 1996). The numbers of new 

anivals to the Peninsula became noticeable during the middle of the nineteenth century. 

in this time, the lumber industry was moving north afler cutthg much of the southem 

parts of Bruce County. By 1880 Wiarton had attracted enough people to become a Town. 

One by one the townships of Amabel, Albennarle, Eastnor, St. Edmunds, Lindsay and the 

Town of Lion's Head followed. Shortiy f i e r  the Peainsula reached its hi@ of 9,549 in 

1891, the population began steadily declining witil it reached a low in the 1950's. In 

197 1 the non-native population of the peninsula totalled 6,747 (Planning and 

Reorganization Cornmittee, 1975). The population has since recovered somewhat, with 

recent census data showing 1 1,044 people (Statistics Canada, 1996). 

intensive logging, farming and other primary resource activities have resulted in a 

landscape radically different h m  what settlers would have encountered. in order to 

work the lands in the middle part of the Peninsula (around Ferndale), settlers drained 

large tracts that had been known as swamps, As well, amidst logging and clearing lands 

for farming, a senes of major £ires were recorded in many of the years between 1879 and 

1932. (Riley et al, 1996). As was comrnon in other paris of the province, once the large 

forested areas were depleted mauy of the fmers  who had depended on this industry for 

winter work or for selling produce found themselves forced to abandon their lands and 

livelihoods. This, and the attraction of growing urban opportunities (industrialism), likely 

explains the steady decline through the first balf of the 1900's. 

A comprehensive report on local governance completed in 1975 reveals much 

about the political economy of the region. Then, as now, townships and toms performed 



with sporadic reliability in the delivery of their services. Over the years, the County had 

assumed key roles in education, health services and library management. By the 1970's 

the health services responsibilities had been ûansferred and new responsibiiities including 

economic development and planning had been added. The view at the time was that 

tourism had much more to offer the region (Planning and Reorganizing Cornmittee, 

1975). 

02,2 Seasonal R e s i d a  and Tot&& 

Tourists and Seasonal residents have played an important role in the development 

of the Peninsula since it emerged h m  a staples economy after the second world war. In 

addition to selling land that was of marginal agricultural use, famers and other residents 

supplemented their eamings by providing food, construction, maintenance and other 

services for seasonal Msitors. This group of predominantly southern Ontarians and 

border-state Americans were attracted to the dramatic lakeshores and scenery of Lake 

Huron and Georgian Bay and many established cottages in the region. in the 1970's the 

ratio of resident to non-resident land-ownership was 1:3.4 (ibid.). Though no 

documentation is currently available of the rate of conversion, it is a well-known trend 

that many cottagers are converting their seasonal homes for the purposes of retirement 

living. Though many cottages have been added since the 1970's, the ratio is expected to 

be less dramatic than what appeared in the 1970's. 

Tourists, of the more short-term variety, were recognized in the 1970's as a source 

of sustainable economic diversification h m  the region's reliance on agriculture and 

staples (Ibid). With the reduction of nuclear power generation in the southern parts of 



Bruce County, tourism has become such a priorit. for the County that it has officially 

termed itself "Ontario's Naturai Retreat' in an attempt to associate itself in the min& of 

potential visitors with leisure and recreation (Bruce County, 2000). A separate section 

(4.4) about tourism follows to provide more in-depth understanding of the scale and 

qualities of the industry; one can appreciate bowever that the heightened emphasis on 

tourism represents a direction in the culturai development of the region h m  long-tirne 

residents and cottagers to increasingly cosmopolitan mass-tourism destination. 

4.4 Profile of the Tourism Industry 

If the National Parks and Ontario Northlands ferry service statistics are accepted 

as indicators for visitor activity in the region, significant growth has taken place in the 

Table 4.1 illustrates some of the changes that have occurred in the six years 

Cornparison of Numben of Visitors 

between April1992-March 1993 and Apd  1998-March 1999. Passenger ferry WC 

experienced the smallest growth, but this is likely because a hi& percentage of their 

% incnase 

27 % 

80.6 % 

8 %  

43 % 
9.7 % 

Location of Counting 

Fathom Five National Marine 
Park (FFNMP) Visiton 
Centre 

Diva Registration Entrants 

Ontario NorthIands f q  
service to Manitouiin Island 

Bruce Peninsula NationaI 
Park (BPNP) 

Table 4.1 Source: &ta fiom Parks Canada, 1999 

April92 -Mirch 93 

32305 

19188 

220779 

57.1 1 1 person nights 
32.2 10 day uscrs 

Aprü 98 - March 99 

41032 

34657 

238414 

8 1,647 person nights 
35,329 &y users 



passengers are residents md thus for tbis to have altered dramatically, the resident 

population would have haci to increase. The robust 80.6% growth in Diver Registtation 

Entrants is probably not a good indicator on its own for how well this sector is doing 

because the actuai number of permits issued (indicating the number of actual divers in the 

water) declined approximately 25%. Even so, the rise of people entering (hence the term 

'entrants') the diver regisûation fâcility suggests there was more visitors wandering about 

enjoying the area. Where the National Parks numbers are concemeci, the person-nights 

and day-users figures seem reasonable and help balance for the astonishing growth in 

popularity of places in the Park such as Singing Sands which experienced a whopping 

3 18% growth! Camping, as might be uuderstood h m  the 43% increase of person nights, 

has become an important way for visitors to experience the park. (There are no hotels in 

the park.) 

Other sources of data are less easily obtained. Parks and other such areas provide 

convenient and reliable means of counting because of the presence of toll-gates and other 

such 'bottIe-necking' oppominities. They are also compelled to make their numbers 

public. The privatelyswned service providers, organized through Chambers of 

Commerce or industry associations, certainly have the means to count visitors but the 

data (if collected) is rarely openly available and thus conjecture and estimation are the 

staples in consulting reports. 

Some semblance of a tourism profile of the Bruce could well start with 1998 data 

coilected by the Central Bruce Chamber of Commerce at tûeu Ferndale visitors centre. 

From the 127 surveys coiiected h m  people who entered iooking for information, the 



fo tIowing was determiued: 

a 73% came h m  Ontario, 10.8% h m  the US, 4.6% h m  Europe, 3.9% h m  otber 

parts of Canada and the temairing 7.7% came fiom other paris of the world. 

a FuIly two-Wds of the visitors bad visited the area before. 

The summer was the most popular time for visiting (60%), followed by 18.5% in 

the fall, 17.1% in the Spring and just 6.3% in the winter 

Wildlife and outdoor recreational activities were by far the dominant reason for 

people to take theu vacations in the region. 

e Over 55 yearslds comprised just 10.1% of respondents, followed closely by a 

"youth" response of 12.2%. 26 to 40 year-olds made up slightiy less than 37% 

and the greatest number of respondents were aged 41 to 55 (40.6%). (CBCC, 

1998) 

Bearing in mind the that out-of-province visitors are more Lely to need 

information and that local visitors would almost never stop by, it is reasonable to assume 

the proportion of Ontario visitors is p a t e r  and the proportion of out-of-province visitors 

is smaller than indicated in the survey results. 

The most recent comprehensive research report for the area was prepared by 

TourisTICS in 1993 and it relied heavily on data h m  the Ontario Ministry of Tourism 

and Statistics Canada in addition to that of the Parks Canada agencies. This study covered 

a very broad region - stretching further east than Cohgwood in Grey County and 

somewhat south of the Bruce Peninsula as well. Consequently, it inciuded data h m  

businesses that are quite different h m  ihose of the peninsula (eg: ski resorts). It 

provides a useful idea of the peuinsula's visitor profile nevertheless. 

The TourisTICS study determineci that Ontarian's comprised M y  97% of 



visitors. Most of these people came fiom wban centres such as Metropolitan Toronto 

(43%, but probably higher since the 1998 creation of the Greater Toronto Area) and the 

smaller cities of south-western Ontario (27%). The Grey-Bruce area itseif providecl a 

generous portion of its own tourism (13%)' and the rernaining Ontarians (12%) rnostly 

came fiom the eastem parts of the province. The tiny proportion of visitors fiom places 

outside of Ontario (3%) provides entichg possibilities to those seeking growth in the 

industry. (TourisTICS, 1993). Later data fiom Ontario's Ministry of Tourism reveals that 

a shifi may be underway towards attracting more out-of-province visitors and confinns 

the economic benefits of doing so. in 1996 the Georgian Lakelands Tourism Region's 

(including the Bruce Peninsula) proportion of outsf-province visitors had risen to 

slightly less than 5% and this group accounted for a hefty 14% of the gross recordai 

tourism expenditures (OMT, 1997). 

I 
- -- 

Origin of Visitors to the Grey-Bruce Tourist Area, 1990 

Origin 

Southwestern Ontario 
. .  

Metropolitan Toronto 

Grey-Bruce & Georgian Lakcs 

Centrai & Eastern Ontario 

Other parts of Ontano 

0 t h  Provinces 

United States 

Other Corntries 
- 

Total 

- 

Notes 

97.1 % visitors fiom 
Onrario alone (or 
2,678,309 visitoa) 

Table 4.2 Source: de Salabcrry and Reid, 1999 (Adapted fiom TourisTiCS, 1993) 

For Grey and Bruce counties alone, it was estirnated that there were 2,758,000 

68 



visitors in 1990. Most of the traffic (43%) occurred during the summer months of June, 

July and August making even a consavative one-third guess of the Peninsula's 

proportion of these travellers 395,300 people. While imprecise, tbis number seems 

reasonable in light of the ferry-count of 220,779 two years later. Other seasons contribute 

to boosting this number further, and the likelihood of a greater share than one-third of the 

out-of-province visitors seems high considering the attraction of the National Parks. 

Further visitor profiling was included in the study; 

'The study area ... attracts a high perceatage of weii educated visitors 
(1,269,800 in 1990). Those with less than high-school education and high 
school education number 696,000 (26.W) and 7 12,000 (26.6%) 
respectively. Of those visiting the two counties in 1990 1,425,000 
(52.1%) earned $30,000 or more and 592,100 (22.1%) earned less than 
$30,000" (TourisTICS, 1993, p.40). 

M e r  calculating 2% annual inflation, the $30,000 mentioned above would be the 

equivalent of $36,000 in 1999. 

The Touristics (1993) report, the current figures h m  the National Park, the ferry 

and the Ferndale visitors centre ai1 roughly indicate similar trends in tourism levels and 

the visitor profile. This is significant because the tirne span h m  the earliest data (in 

1990) to the most recent data (1998) is long enough to have seen changes take place. 

Barring the possibility that more precise measuring tools would have revealed more 

profound changes, the data shows that few changes have taken place in the Bruce's 

tourism profile over the past decade. 

4.5 Effect Of Tourism On Local Employment 

Tourisrn is extremely important to the economy of the Bruce Peninsula. The 



Bruce County web-site reports the foliowing: 

*Ontario's tourism industry is the province's ninth largest indusûy by 

revenue and volume and the seventh largest employer. In Bruce County, 

tourism is o u  second Iargest industry. 

*In 1995, Ontario's tourism revenue was $12 billion. Bruce County's 

direct tourism revenue is estimated at 5 118 million and growing. With the 

income multipliers, this figure becomes closer to $295 million. 

*In Bruce County, tourism contributes appmxirnately $10 million towards 

municipal, provincial and f e d d  taxes every year. The total assessed 

value of tourist accommodation (excluding bed and breakfasts) in Bruce 

was $210 million as of 1989. 

*While the tourim industry empIoys one in 15 employees worldwide, and 

one in 10 within Ontario, the tourism industry in Bruce County employs 

almost one in seven (1:6.7) of the working population. (Bruce County, 

1999) 

The 1993 study by Touristics for ail of Grey-Bruce showed that tourism generated 

more jobs in the county than agriculture, manufacturing, construction, or wholesale traâe 

(TourisTICS, 1993). At that tirne, just retail and the heaith or social service workers 

were more numerous. 

4.6 Resource Stewardship on the Penhsula 

Resource stewardship as an organized practice is relatively recent in the PeninsuIa 



region. In the f 960's the habitats of the area received recognition and attention for their 

potential protection through the development of a Provincial Park. Some lands were 

purchased through trusts, but for the most part stewardship efforts remained mal1 and 

unnoticed until recent years. 

A range of organizations with diverse purposes is actively involved in addressing 

stewardship issues of the Bruce Peninsula (See appendix B for a summary). It is 

important to recall that while these organizations have impressive achievements, much of 

the conservation work on the peninsula is done or supported by individuals acting by 

their own volition as they had done years before the arriva1 of organized efforts. 

4.7 Considerations for the future: 

According to the Canadian Tourism Commission, nature-tourism in Canada is 

expected to continue rising until2010 - something which could be advantageous to 

peninsula-based entrepreneurs (CTC, 1995). Anticipating the growth of the industry, and 

possibly reacting to criticisms that the province does not effectively promote itself to 

nature-tourists (Eagles, 1998) the governent of Ontario has been reorganizing its 

marketing strategy and expanding its parks system (Mittlestaedt, 1999). Because it is 

situated close to major urban centres and an intemational border, and because it possesses 

incredible scenic beauty and a willingness to grow it's local economy, the Bruce is 

ideally suited for the coming decade of nature-tourism. 

Located as it is within a short distance of a major urban population, there can be 

little doubt that the Peninsula will experience increasing pressure h m  cottagers and 

developers as other places that W l l  similar market demands become saturated or over- 



priced. Ontario's Muskoka region, once known for it abundance of recreational lakes and 

for rniddle class and working people is rapidly becoming a play-ground for super-rich 

able to pay what many middle-income earners could not afford even for a primary 

residence. Add to this the Peninsuia's increased appeal through National Parks and the 

anticipated growth of recreational tourism as "baby-boomers" retire and it seems unlikely 

its populacity will diminish. 

The tourism infiastruchue remains largely controlled by local inhabitants at a 

scale manageable by a proprietor and a small staff. Communities are composed of people 

who have lived together for generations, and with the possibility of further growth and 

change, it seems an ideal opportunity for reflection on where the peninsula's todsrn is 

going. Shall it be towards mass toutism with its typically external ownership? WiU 

exclusive ownership of the shoreline, served by a dependent local population, be 

acceptable? 1s there a way to keep the industry locally owned and integrated with 

traditional (eg: agriculture) economies? That sucb choices are to be made primarily by 

the inhabitants is obvious - these questions are r a i d  here only to illustrate the situation 

the region is in and how well this acts as a backdrop to our greater interest in worldviews 

and how these affect choices in towism development. 



CHAPTER F I W  - FINTDINGS 

This chapter holds intexpretations of what respondents said as they relate to the 

analytic Eamework outlined in chapter three. Each part is a mixture of their words and an 

interpretation of them. 

Individually and together the respondent profiles provide a context which allows 

for a more complete understanding of the meaning of what was recorded. The 

organization of each profile reflects the thematic categones of the analytic h e w o r k .  

The profiles are presented in narrative form because this provides a less distorted 

understanding of the individual. For analytic p q o s e s  however, a table was helpful for 

each respondent. Tables can viewed in Appendix C. 

Following the profiles, an analysis by theme is presented. The final part of this 

chapter provides a general analysis of the findings and raises some questions regarding 

the meaning of the findings, thereby setting the stage for îhe h a 1  chapter. 

5.1 Respondent Profiles 

Each profile provides a description of what was understood in the interviews- The 

associated tables (in Appendix C) provide no more than guidance during the 

interpretation of responses and must not be viewed as a measurernent in the quantined 

sense of the word. 

5.1.1 Greg 

Greg was bom and raised on the p e n i d a  before the second world war in a place 



"north of the checkerboard" - the phrase long-time residents use to descnbe the places 

north of Wiarton. His work has involved many things, but most of them related to the 

cottagers and tourists who have made the peninsula a well-known summer destination. 

His outlook has likely been infiuenced by the history of non-native residents. 

Nature provides his source of income but in bis view efforts to protect it can limit human 

progress. As he says, "I've always been interested in some presewation as far as ecology 

goes - the biggest thing is that ... it doesn't interfere too much with some development." 

The explanation for this may lie in his view of the limits of how much impact we can 

have on nature. "It's nice to see preservation, but ... you have to look at what you're 

preserving for - you know every 10,000 years there's an ice-age." The veracity of his 

statement's reference to the fiequency of ice-ages aside, Gceg seems to be saying that 

nature will renew and restore itself through an ice-age and that human activities make 

little difference when considering the long-terrn. Alteniatively, he may also be saying 

that humans would not survive an ice-age so thete will not be anyone around to suffer the 

consequences of our cwent abuses. Either way, he is suggesting we needn't be 

preoccupied with the long-term condition of the environment. 

Greg's relationship with nature seerns to stem fiom individualistic, possibly 

libertarian outlooks on land-use. On the subject of land stewardship, he notes "a lot of it 

has been looked after by land-owners - they've been good stewards and al1 of a sudden 

they're not being compensateci for [it]. We looked after it for so long and now [we're 

being told] 'you can't look &ex it - [the Niagara Escarpment Commission is] going to 

look after it." By 'compensation', tbe inference is that if governent wants to place 



restxictions on the activities of lmd-owners the land should be purchased by the crowa. 

This implies a belief that land-owuers shodd be vested with the right to do with their 

land as they please; a reaction that seems to have as much to do with control of the land 

as it does with poiitical views. 

Where political organization is concemed, Greg cleariy has some disdain for the 

behaviour of larger, externally based organizations - particularly the Niagara Escarpment 

Commission, The general message where land-use is concemed is he thinks that people 

want sustainable practices without controls imposed h m  outside. SimiIarly, for the 

tourism businesses, he indicated a preference for hem to self-organize and be responsible 

for themseives; through regular meetings and cmperation, he noted 'aey a11 help 

themsehes" and that the degree of benefit was a refiection of how much you participatecl. 

"[Ilf you don7 go to meetings, you don't put any input in - why should anybody else be 

worried about your business?'The preference of local organization and contrai for land- 

use and tourism couId suggest campatibility with the principles of bioregionalism, but 

this seems unlikely. Given the general orientation of his 0 t h  comments, it seems more 

likely that the motivation for keeping decisions locally-based is rooted in a strong private- 

property ethic. A bioregionahst appmach would Likely point to a locally developed 

system that piaced the iong-terrn ecologicd integxity of the land before observing 

customs of private property. Another way of sayhg this is an ecological approach would 

integrate the principles of private property to the extent that they did not undennine the 

integrity of the ecosystem. 

Though clearly believing that locals are good stewards and should maintain the 



power to decide what will be done with their lands, it was interesting to hear Greg 

acknowledge that locals might have lost track of some important elements of their 

community. "We have a tendency to forget we know things are there ... to us they're just 

common-place." This emerged in reference to the experience of visitors and he express& 

it as one of the benefits of tourism for helping locals realize their region's potential as 

well as limits. 

Based on these four analyiic components, Greg possesses a woddview that could 

be described as "dominant". This is not to Say that he has no value for ecology or the 

ecological worldview. What it suggests is his value of things ecologicaI is grounded in 

human uses; he considers the human uses and benefits of the environment before other 

aspects. 

It is interesting to note that he sees the visiting public as being somewhat different 

fiom the local population; in this way we see an acknowledgernent and respect of 

different views which suggests he might be open to consider other views in a positive 

way. 

5.1.2 Peter 

Peter arrived on the peninsula after 1990 and still considers himself a newcomer. 

He moved to the peninsula because he has a "love for the area" and explains "my &nds 

think we are crazy [for moving to the peninsula] ... ï've had my taste of the wrporate 

world and 1 don't want to do that." His new life as a tourism operator is the reaiization of 

a dream. 



Peter does not talk about human dominance over nature but rather about the 

dependence of people on the environment and the feelings he gets fiom being smunded 

by nature. 

1 think to leave it [nature] just as it is ... the attraction is the ruggedness and 
the pnstine feeling you're getting h m  the ara; you're not going to look 
across the bay and see high-rises or anything like that and 1 think that's a 
very good thing - you know we have enough of that ... people get their fix 
of the big city whenever they want to. 

For Peter, one of the greatest vaiues of the naiural environment of the peninsula is 

its ruggedness. There is alsa a strong value for the purity of the natural surroundings. 

With some emphasis, he noted "1 think the area has extreme potential - it's so 

untouched ...u the water can still be dnink hm!" and continued to suggest that he 

'kouldn't want the quality of the environment to be decreased." His preference for how 

nature is handled is for people to "leave it as it is." Such views suggest the presence of 

some inlrinsic worth of nature mixed with a monetary interest expressed as "extreme 

potential". At the very least, this can be interpreted as a clear understanding of how 

beneficial to humans good stewardship practices can be. 

The idea of a human-centric interest in environmental protection can also be read 

into Peter's view of his parents record as envitonmentai citizens. 

... my folks, for example, say "oh we don't need to recycle" you know but 
you do, you realiy do - you need to recycle because it's for ... your 
grandchildren that you need to preserve our planet for - but 1 think that - 1 
heard someone saying that the next 25 years will be a h d  for the Bruce 
Peninsuia - where people will fhd what beauty there is and what is special 
that the place has to offér... 

With such a value for nature, it is no surprise to hear this respondent express 

concerns over the behaviour of resource users. "It's such a shame we destroy things and 



then wish we hadn't." The majority of this sort of problem, according to Peter, is 

ignorance on behaif of users. As he says, "... I think so often when you're in a special 

place you underestimate what it is." It is thetefore intereshg that Peter believes thm is 

no h i t  to how many visitors should come to the area. '1 think the Bruce itselfshould be 

more exposed [to the tourism market]", adding that grawth should retain chatacteristics 

of small-businesses in rugged smundings. This suggests an apparent conflict in how 

Peter views impacts; on the one hand he recognizes how things become ruined through 

overuse and ignorance whilr contrastingly, he advocates unlimited growth in the business 

- a step that would lead to M e r  impacts. 

While there was little indication of his views of poiitical organization, Peter noted 

his understanding of how residents reacted to the Niagara Escarpment Commission. 

''You hear comments Like 'you better not let NEC people on your property' ". This is 

interpreted as a prefemce for local control but is unclear whether it endorses 

bioregionaiism or whether it expresses a desire to control private property. 

Peter's feelings about environment protection and his expression of values 

provide little insight into how he thinks efforts to ensure long-term environmental well- 

being shouId be organized. We cm tell that he has major concerns about environmental 

issues, and even that he wants others (eg: his parents) to be equalIy concemed, but just 

how he would Iike this organized is not apparent. 

5.1 -3 Sarah - 
Sarah is a Long-time resident involveci in tbe tourism industry of the peninsuIa 



M e r  spending most of her life in the ana, she lived in other parts of Ontario for a few 

years before returning home to her current work. 

Sarah's understanding of the relationship between people and nature is somewhat 

unclear. Her references to the negative effects of human populations on the environment 

is a recognition that humans are responsible for impacts about which she is unhappy. 

One telling exarnple was the closure of inland laites. 'BBurford Lake was closed and I'm 

a h i d  more of that wiii occur ... because of [buman] fecal bacteria". Whether she means 

to suggest the health of the lake is primady important for human health and recreation or 

for naturally intrinsic reasons is not clear h m .  What is clear, however, is her recognition 

that humans have the responsibility to choose how they will use resources; perhaps she is 

suggesting we are dominant but should be making a choice towards more harmonious 

living. 

Sarah expresses hm value of the naturai environment in ways that suggest inhinsic 

appreciation. For her, environmental protection is ''vq important". She goes on to 

express her concerns about the future of conservation areas, T d  be very a h i d  ... that 

their land would be sold off, you how, developed - we have to make sure that sort of 

thing doesn't happen." This endorsement of land conservation has no caveats of costs or 

human needs attached - her appreciation of the intrinsic worth of undisturbed nature is 

evident but it would be a stretch to characterize ihis as supporthg biospecies equality. 

The concems about Berforci Lake, mentioned above, can also be understood as an 

exarnple of her recognition of the b t s  of buman activity in naturai spaces. In this case, 

it seems the lirnit is reached when humans are threatened, as through health, and when 



their enjoyment is lesseneci, as through noise of motor boats. But on the topic of visitors 

in generaI she says, "There is a limit to how many [visitors] c m  corne but we haven't 

reached it yet ... the [National] Park may have at times." There is little here to suggest 

whether her understanding of too many visitors is entirely human-centric, but generally 

we can accept she believes the earth's "supplies" are limiteci. 

In terms of Sarah's views on political organizing, she suggested a few things that 

indicated an openness to bioregional govername. First, in response to the Biosphere 

Reserve concept, she said "Some people would feel threatened. They might feel someone 

will take away their land or tell them what they can or cannot to do with it." This 

recognizes the fears many locals have of outsiders controllhg land use and the behaviour 

of area residents. Her own views seem to endorse the idea of locally enforced controls, as 

through a planning office. 'The area is still relatively undiscovered ... a big concem for me 

is that while it's being discovered that it be done properly ... proper planning in place." 

In the tourism domain, Sarah provided additional understanding of her views on 

organization. For this, it was clear she had not been pleased with the performance of 

larger organizations like the "Sunshine Coast" marketing effort fiom which she thinks 

"we shouId have had more Americans". On the other hand, more local efforts like that of 

the Bnice Peninsula Tourism Association seem to have succeeded in addressing h e  

divisions between communities, described as foUows; "at one time ...y ou had Sauble that 

wanted to do their own thing, Wiarton wanted to do their own thing, Tobemory wouldn't 

want to talk to Wiarton but ... there's been a change ... times are changing and people 

know it's tough out there.." The curent situation is much more positive. 



'Wow the Chambers of Commerce ail work together - through the 
umbrella of the BPTA. We work together and that works out well, you 
how,  we have communication there, we go to meetings together, we work 
together ... on media, advertising ...[ etc.] Our budgets are al1 fairly smaii - 
so what 1 mean is what a thousand dollars can do compared to what three 
thousand dollars can do when we aii work together is much more 
substantial." 

Sarah is clearly impressed by the results of cooperation among the local 

businesses that make-up the BPTA. Whether this extends to a preference for managing 

environmental matters on a bioregional scaie may be difficult to CO*; at the least we 

cari see she believes the concept of local cooperation is beneficial and this represents an 

openness to other such partnerships. 

The picture we have of Sarah shows someone who could be open to the ecologicai 

worldview even if for the moment her support of environrnentaiiy conscious actions 

probably has more to do with hurnan needs than a recognition of how ecosystems 

bction. It is worthwhile recalling that one of her strongest statements showed an 

intrinsic value of nature and there were no fh indications of a mechanistic worldview 

anyplace in her responses. 

5.1.4 - 

Ed anived in his community more than 20 years ago and set up a business which 

principally serves tourists. In many regards, Ed presented a worldview that is the most 

'mechanistic' of the respondents. 

In terms of the relationship with nature, Ed's responses indicated a fairly clear 

position of human dominance over nature. Protection of nature is secondaty to needs of 



economic expansion. "1 think we are at the point that we don? need any more 

[protection] right now if we want expansion. We can get too much of that. You can 

overdo it - over-kill ... 1 feel anyways." It is Uiteresting to note the belief that economic 

progress cannot be compatible with environmental protection; in a region dependent on 

natural scenery for it's well-being, this assumption may be limiting Ed's willingness to 

engage in alternative ways of developing the region. 

Ed's value of nature is not clear but seems to be fiamed by human ne&; nature 

serves our recreation and business interestS. Al1 comments he made that touched on the 

natural environment clearly placed the human at the centre. For example, sewage 

treatment and the need to Unpnive the local water system was raised but only as a 

response to hurnan needs. 

His view on limits of tourism in the area are roughly consistent with the first two 

respondents. ''No, there's no Limit...it's unlimited - if we have the facilities for 

[visitors]." The lack of reference to the limits on naîural resource and his view that it al1 

depends on infraçtructure could mean several things - possibly that he sirnply does not 

believe the area will ever be threatened with overdevelopment, but perhaps also that he 

adheres to the mechanistic notion that technology and human intervention are the 

solutions to enable growth, Despite his belief in there being unlimited capacity, he has 

some concerns about hikers. Tven on the Bruce Trail you have people walking in [to 

people's private properties] ... too many people walk in." This view was volunteered as a 

response to the idea of attracting nature-tourists to the area so it provides an unexpected 

contradiction to his earlier statement endorsing industry growth. 



Ed's view of the political organization provides perhaps our strongest insight on 

his worldview. in almost every regard, he is focussed on the ability of the small-business 

to perform with the most fieedom. Hence, the Niagara Escarpment C o d s s i o n  is a 

major concern. "...you can't build within so many yards or whatev er... there's tao much 

power in the NEC and it's just not right." Yet another concem with extemally vested 

powers is what he terms "the Indian issue'' which he qualifies as "our biggest draw-back 

now." The draw-back is the restrictions this places on people feeling secure with land- 

purchases or development decisions. "They're going to c l a h  a lot of the land up here - 
according to what they Say. There's even talk of this [place] being claimed. That ever 

goes through there's likely to be a war...(chuckies) far as I'm concerned." 

Land-control is also at the heart of how he thinks residents wodd react to the 

Biosphere Reserve concept. The "locals [bom on the peninsda] wouId be dead against it. 

I'm positive ... they're against the NEC right now. I'd Say 90 percent would be 

against ... recent people would be interested in it - 60 or 70 percent." That such a wide 

margin of difference would exist in his perception of residents is curious but not 

exclusive to hirn; several others alluded to this. The bistory of local land-control is a 

likely explanation for this: the experience of long-time residents is quite different h m  

the that of urban migrants who are more accustomed to having their land-uses tightly 

regulated. 

But Ed's views on political organization are not necessarily favourable to local 

control. Where tourism is concemed, he expressed hope of what might come h m  the 

amalgamations after years of hstrations. ''...mustead of fighting each otber 



[communities] are going to have to start working together - and tourism is the only big 

industry we have up here." The historical micro-scaie of tourism in Bmce County is 

perhaps too small for his liking, as suggested in the following. 

[There's] too many groups instead of one major group ... too many small 
groups, and if one group doesn't have enough money to do one thing ... and 
they haven't achieved much - they're top-heavy so there's nothing doue 
really to attract visitors and it just becomes a place to hire people..aoihing 
spectacular [was achieved] that wasn't done by an individuai. ... they have 
no one to help them follow through.. They are very cliquish and clannish 
up here ... 

With objections to extemal interference, just who is expected to 'help them folfow 

through' is unclear. It would seem that whether in regards to land-use or tourism, for Ed 

politicaI organization is a pragmatic thing - whatever serves bis short-term business 

interests is best. 

Thus, Ed can be characterised as a fh occupant of the dominant worldview; in 

most respects the priority is to human needs and more specifically, to his own personal 

needs. The impression of him being self-centred may seem unduly harsh, but in many 

ways reflects what the dominant worldview is ail about. 

5.1.5 Steve 

Steve was raised in the region but ended-up living in other parts of Ontario as 

well. After a stint as a public servant, he decided he would prefer being in business for 

It appears that Steve's relatiousbip with nature involves a recogaition that MW 

forces have strengths beyond our controls. In no place does he pmvide an indication that 



he views hurnans as having power over nature. htead, he appears to have a great respect 

for natural surro~~~diags of the peninsula, expressed as "...my relationship to the 

landscape and form and the people there - 1 really care about it." He recognizes fieely 

that his business is directly related to how well the environment is cared for and makes no 

suggestion that there is any other priority. " You know ... the more the environment 

degrades, we're gonna have these wild swings in weather patterns and its going to bave a 

major impact on how we do business." 

From what has been said of Steve already, it is clear his value of the enviroufnent 

is far from being merely a resource for human exploitation. He is optirnistic that those in 

the area share his view, on which he says "...I think we're alrnost there, and 1 think people 

are starting to realize that." This was reinforcd with the hdings of a cornmittee in 

Tobermory reviewing economic development options. "..mt was interesting that the 

cornmittee recognized that we weren't going to have economic growth unless we 

protected the environment - and that was iheu prime vision. Protect the environment and 

reap the economic benefits fiom protecting the environment." This response reveals 

characteristic human-centric, utilitarian, valuing of the natural environment. 

Where the limits of natural resources are concerned, it is very clear that Steve 

recognizes these and has related this to the quality of the tourists experience. Among the 

issues he mentions are the "push for landdevelopment dong the shoreline [and the] 

protection of the features that attract visitors." Where the shoreline is concemed, he is 

referring to the changes that have occurred in the scenery of the Bruce Peninsula as weU 

as the effect this has had on the region's wildlife. With regards to the features that attract 



visitors, an example in his wonis capture his outlook. 

Cypres lake is running at capacity al1 summer... you go down to the grotto 
and it's wall-to-waI1 people ... I think what we have to do is start 
dispersing those people to other areas of interest in such a way that it 
doesn't degrade the environment because it's a very sensitive environment 
up there and 1 think there's a Iot of opportunities [for dispersal]. 

Evidently, Steve believes that the limits of visitors have been reached in certain places 

and this is starting not only to threaten the quality of the visitor experience but possibly 

the long-term condition of delicate habitats. He recognizes the difficulties in addressing 

this by saying "It's hard to think long-terni, but you have tom. 

Where long-term thinking is perhaps most needed for Steve is in the sphere of 

political organization. Though many residents and municipalities resisted the Niagara 

Escarpment Plan, he believes they have benefitted fiom this long-tenn vision of land-use 

planning. Comparing curent feelings with those of the 19701s, he notes 

everything has turned around completely - it's amazing ...p eople Say "we 
support the goals and objectives of the Escarpment - we do resent having 
such sûingent conîrols on our land use but if 1 buy a lot on the escarpment, 
1 know that side will not be developed, and that side's not going to be 
developed ..." There's still20% of the population out there who resent it 
but 1 would say the vast majority of the people that live up here support 
the goals and objectives of the Niagara Escarpment [Plan] - it has become 
an attraction [and] it maintains property values. 

Whether this translates h o  cooperaîive approaches to land-use planning is 

another matter. While cleariy supportive of the actions of the NEC, he recalls that the 

region has maintained an interest in the natural environment. "there has been a few 

cornmunity leaders that have always been plugged in to protecting the environment and 

reaping the benefits from it ..." 

Like many others in his sector, Steve recognizes the pivotal role coordination has 



played in the towism sector as well as the importance of keeping things local. He 

explains how things work in the following way; 

they [associations and chambers] he-up and coordinate probably at l e m  
10 to 15 shows that they go to in the United States and Southeni Ontario 
and ail the tourism groups (of the area) ... what they do is they al1 sit down 
together and they say "ok, let's line up a i l  the shows that we'd like to go to 
as a group ... and then one group pays for the booth, another organizes 
staffing, and if staffcan't go they al1 agree to take promotional material for 
the other group 

This mode1 of cooperation evokes the strong interdependence of the businesses in 

the region - one which exists alongside some duplication of activities which may be the 

cost of keeping things locally controlled. 

We've got the 3 chambers of commerce, we've got the Bruce Couniy 
Tourism , and we've got the Grey-Bruce Tourism Association [each 
publishing a booklet], and people Say "we gotta end this duplication" - 1 
don't see any solutions to that because if you start saying to these 
organisations they need one umbrella organization, well al1 your grass- 
roots volunteer support will head the other way. They're gonna say "This 
is getting too big - we can't plug-in" And it looks pretty dysfunctional, but 
1 think to a certain degree it's working fairly weii. 

The underlying reality for Steve appears to be that local organization of tourism 

and land-use are as good as they can get and suit the population's needs and prefmces. 

While he seems pleased with the results of the NEC'S work, his recognition of the history 

of conununity leadership in stewardship practice suggests that like tourism, the land 

could be managed once again on a more local scale. 

Overall, Steve presented himself as k i n g  somewhat divided between the 

proposed worldviews. To be sure, his was a view that supported more resource 

protection and greater enviromentai awareness, but his reasons for this seemed divided 

between the humancentric and the intrinsicaiiy based. 



3.1.6 Craie 

Though not born or r a i d  on the peninsula, Craig has spent many yean thm and 

has become deeply involved witb the local tourism industry as weii as numemus 

enviroamentalIy conscious orgauizations and projects. He operates a small business and 

takes part in his local chamber of commerce's activities. 

Identifjing Craig's relationsbip with the natural environment was not easily done. 

Based on his involvement in local environmeatal efforts, we clearly see a concern for the 

condition of the natural spaces on the peninsula Perhaps because he is a mal1 business 

and land owner we also discover a fierce desire to be the decision-maker about what 

happens on his land. But this does not sipi@ someone who believes people shodd do as 

they please with nature. His cal1 for "re-education" for those who "murder the bush" 

points directly to his belief that humans need to l em that they are not masters of the 

naturaI world. He therefore seems to be expressing a beiief that living things should not 

be dominated by humans and that the best possible way of ensuring that this h a p p a  is to 

let each person manage their land with few if any constraints. In order for each person to 

manage theu land appropriately, they need to be educated to understand what constitutes 

appropriate behaviour. 

The interpretation of Craig's relaîionship with nature carries over to the manner 

he values it. In various parts of our interview, he expressed foms of intrinsic value of 

natural places or things. At one point he express& concern for the damage susîained to 

the ancient eastern white cedars that grow on îhe face of tbe escarpment. In certain 

places, the cliffs have attracted climbers who clear trees away and inadvertently upset the 



integnty of the habitat. As he says, 

there's a lot of climbing and rappelhg being done on different places on 
the Peninsula 1 think that's got to be slowed down or it's got to be just a 
certain section kept just for that and that's al1 because 1 see places dong 
the Peninsula here where the cliff face is being damaged and where 
they've cut their shmbs and the old cedar trees fiom the top which are 
thousands of years old, to make a place where they can rappel off of.. 1 
mean the fact [is] that they don't understand what they're doing. They just 
see it as a s h b b y  little cedar tree that they can get rid of.. 

Though Craig's feelings about the activities of some climbers are representative 

of how he values the environment, they were not voiced in the spirit of discrediting 

visitors to the area. Elsewhere, he -y endorses having more visitors to the Bmce 

Penllisula. He explains that the way visitors value the region has changed over the years. 

While visitors are still principally drawn by the natural beauty and the ecology of the 

area, he believes "ihere has been a decrease in someone who ... just wanted to come and 

spend a few quiet days. Now they want to come and do things. They're more active. Far 

more active tourists to what they used to be." This change could represent a diffaence in 

the perception of nature on behaifof the visiting public. While a meditative, restful tirne 

in natural surroundings could arguably be just as healthy as an activity-orienteci use of the 

area, what Craig's observation mggests that there is an increased value of the m a t i o n a l  

opportunities of the area, Thus, less wiliingness to simply let nature be undisturbed and 

instead a need for it to be perceived as "doing" something. 

Craig also had something to say about how local residents valued their natural 

surroundings. in response to questions about the meaning of the Biosphere Reserve 

designation to local residents, he offered the foiiowing; 

if they're firom the city, [they] would say, 'yah, that's great, it's wonderfiil' 



but if they're people who have families that have been here forever and 
cleared the land and farmed it and kww what they're talking about - most 
of them are Mennonites and most of them lmew what they were doing - 
then to have some government agency come dong, people h m  the city in 
their high heel shoes and tbeir h c y  sweaters and tell them how to grow 
their fields, and what they could or couldn't do on their own property. 
They actually ordered them off with guns. They took to caryhg guns ... 
and there were shots ... they shot at them. Nobody was ever hurt but couid 
have been. 1 know [a man] that was here this afternoon and he's an old 
family h m  up here and he wouldn't eveu tak to you ... and he's a nice 
man, but mention NEC.... 1 think ihey need to understand what is being 
[done], why it was done ... see they don't often think about how unique a 
situation they actually have. They just see it as f m  land and put the 
cattle on it or they're timbering k i f  they're selling timber ... and they 
don't see it as sornetbing else. 

As previously noted, Craig's views on how the situation should be handled 

involve education and inclusion of local residents. In his view, local residents and 

visitors dike will not change theu way of valuing the environment through coercion. 

Furthemore, his views reveai some of the pressures facing rural communities to make 

their regions accessible and "usefui" but only on condition that urban dwellers (who are 

aiso the visitors) are in agreement with how the lands are being used. 

Craig clearly believes natural resources are limited aud ihe region is reaching its 

capacity to sustain visitors without major damage. Attracting more iourists to the area, 

on the basis of the beautifui naturai surroundings is a recipe for destroyhg what they are 

coming to see. "It's over-usage of the peninsula as it is," Craig says, "and how are they 

going to stop it once it starts?' He goes on to add; 

They've dug up half of the orchids in the place. I mean, it's reached the 
point now where no one tells anybody anymore if they find a rare anything 
because they don't want someone to go îhere and remove al1 the grasses 
and fems amund it so they can take a picture of it.., [They] can take 
photographs but [they] cannot remove thgs. Anyboây c m  come out of 
[a protected areal with a bandfiil of rocks, with smaü bushes, with small 



trees - uh-uh, no way - soon we'd be bald! 

Craig's views are far fiom restricted to the behaviour of visitors. He readily 

points out that there are short-cornings among some of the local residents - even if he has 

already expressed that they are by-and-large doing the right thing. In regards to locals, he 

says, "we've got to do something about people just misusiag and doing clear cutting and 

al1 this stuff and leaving just sticks behind and taking everythïng else out." 

Regarding Craig's thoughts on political organization, he appears to be a strong 

advocate of local control and involvement in decision-making. Past behaviour by the 

Niagara Escarpment Commission (when implementing the Niagara Escarpment Plan) 

appears to have scarred him. "The NEC controls everything we do on our land, and in 

our house, around our house, in our barns - everything!" he says. 

[Wle even have to get permission to ski across our own property! ... 1 have 
a letter fkom them saying what kind of tress we can plant around the 
property. 1 have a letter h m  them saying what colours our bams can be. 
1 have a letter from them saying what size my sign can be in h n t  of my 
own property. 1 mean - we live in a police state with the Niagara 
Escarpment Commission! 

In addition to the concerns he expressed about NEC control, Craig also spoke of the 

approach used in protecting land. As he says, '7 have no problem with that [protecting 

land] but 1 do think that before they corne dong somewhere and say to you 'we have 

declared your property part of a [biosphere reserve]', 1 do think somebody - somewhere - 

should have said 'you know, we're going to do this ...' and not just send out a map 

showing your property with a circle on it." 

Inclusion ranks highly for Craig, as does the importance of the decisions being 

made locally. Even if the United Nations organization that designates biosphere reserves 



were to be highly participatory, Craig would not be satisfied. Craig explains that this is 

because of the removal of ownership local people have for the land being pmtected. '7 

think everyone thinks of the UN as beiag sometbiag not here. It [the designated land] 

doesn't belong to us anymore - it belongs to someone outside the county that's saying 

what we can and cannot do within our own county." 

This could be understood to mean that Craig is satisfied with local organizations. 

Indeed, we h d  that for the most part he is pleased - aibeit with some exceptions. 

Whereas the local chambers of commerce and the tourism association have bis approval, 

the joint-effort (between tourism associations in Bruce, Grey and the Georgian 

Lakelands) to launch the "Sunshine Coast" lef€ him feeling ignoreci. "1 didn't even tind 

out they'd had this big kick-off until a month after it happened." 

Thus we see Craig is a strong adherent to the idea of local governance of 

resources. Managed by locals, it is his belief that communications will generally be more 

reliable, that people will know the Limits to which they can exploit resources, and people 

will have a sense of ownership for the decisions that are (locaily) made. 

L u k  

This case presents a departure fiom the previous ones as the respondent is not 

speaking fiom the perspective of a tour operator. Instead, she is affiliated with a non- 

govermnental organization (NGû) that participates in a range of activities, mostiy related 

to the environment. She therefore maintains a high level of interest in issues of tourism 

and environment affecting the Bruce Peninsula 



Though there was little that pmvided a direct indication of Lisa's relationsbip 

with nature, her view on the thinking and behaviour of locals is interesthg on its own. 

There is, in her view, insufficient attachent to îhe land which has lessened people's 

realization of their inter-comectivity with it. This has affected their attitudes towards 

resource exploitation as well as tourism promotion. She laments the lack of knowledge 

local people have of the escarpment, concluding "we...need to develop the emotional ties 

and then follow with the intellectual." While this ciearly touches on how nature is 

valued, to be discussed next, it also reveals the omission of themselves h m  the web of 

inter-connectivity that forms their natural sunoundings. As she says, "It becomes 

important to people when they see there's a direct relationship between their knowledge 

of that [the biosphere reserve and nature in general] and how they thernselves benefit." 

This point is made once again elsewhere when she explains that peninsula residents have 

not connected their behaviour with the condition of their surrounding. This has made it 

difficult at tirnes to rnobilize public reactions to the behaviour of larger 'citizems' who 

carry out more egregious activities (eg: aggregate mining)"ûne of the difficulties they 

have had is not willing to change lifestyles - less driving, for example." 

Lisa also provides comments that help us understand her general view of how 

Peninsula residents value their naturai environment. In general, she beiieves the 

ruggedness of the region is principally valucd as a backdrop for the tourism business. 

Those living on the escarpment generally "take it for granted" and have not accepted the 

measures implernented in the past twenty Yeats to protect it. "If reactions to the plan is an 

indicator," she comments, '9 don't think that people have accepted the plan to the degree 



that it says Cyes, it is important to maintain some of it as protected.»>" This may 

explain the willingness to provide what she believes are overly flexible approvals of 

development permits. "As she notes, "1 guess where the miagara Escarpment] plan is in 

place there is protection in place ... and official plans in rural communities generally are 

not that ... you h o w ,  they would probably iike to see the land turned over and developed 

into something that will create weaith for the ma." 

Interestingly, Lisa speculates that greater awareness of (and value for) the land 

would benefit the quality of visitors' experienm. She suggests that the value of the 

experience will be greater when lacais "know about the land - not just about the local 

[store] ." 

From among the eight respondents reviewed here, her recognition of the limits of 

natural resource use and how this relates to tourism is perhaps the most clearly expressed. 

1 think the difficulty that you have in an area like [the peninsula] - as I've 
seen in other areas as well - is that you could very well destroy the very 
thing that draws people to the am... ifyou over-do certain things or if you 
change it in such a way that what they came to see is no longer there. 

There is no mistaking that she recognizes the limits of the resource. Her 

pragmatic stance on this, as a concm for wbat it could do for the tourism business is an 

example of her view that a relationship must be forged between knowledge and a reason 

for people to value this knowkdge. In this way, 1 beiieve she is suggesting peoples 

attention should be accessed through familiar channeIs as a means to developing the 

emotional ties. 

Lisa's view on political organization remains unclear. Her previous statements 

about the willingness of rural communities to implement the NEP demonstrate some lack 



of confidence in locais as stewards. Her views of extemal, larger organizatiom (in this 

case, the NEC) shows no more confidence, and therefore leave us with an ambigmus 

position. 

1 think the plan is there but there's a lot of forces ... that are trying to look 
at ways to get around some of the plans. We see arnendments going 
forward that might not have gone forward in the past, so 1 think there's a 
real push to make people feel that they're getting something that they 
want ... but trying to hold on to the plan at the sarne t h e .  1 think there's a 
push-pull situation there. Tbe staff have to use the plan as their basis, but 
the comissioners have a lot more latitude - 1 would Say - and if people 
don't Lke what [they hm] they can go to the OMB. They get what they 
want if they push hard enough. 

Nevertheless, we can see that she has maintained some hope for local people to 

become stewards. Her comments regarding developing emotional ties between residents 

and the land provide clear evidence of her preference for engaging locals in the process 

rather than attempting to externally regulate them - a measure which she tacitly 

aclmowledges has had only partial success. 

My impression of Lisa is roughly as follows: while she herself maintains a 

somewhat ecologicai view of the world, she characterizes the local community as h a h g  

a dominant outlook, She is clearly hopeful that residents will become more ecologically 

conscious, but has had little reason so far to believe this is happening. 

L u B r e n d a  

Like many of the other respondents, Brenda maintains many routes to being 

involved with the communities of the Peninmla. In this instance, she is speaking 

prîncipally fiom the perspective of a non-govemmental organization active in issues 



related to protection of the natural environment. Like Lisa (in case 20), Brenda has a 

strong interest in issues of tourism and environment affecthg the Peninsula and other 

parts of the escarpment. 

Where a relationship with nature was evident during our interview, Brenda tended 

towards describing the region in general more so than her own views. She places 

emphasis on the relationship of land-owners to their properties. These people want the 

Greedom to do with their land as they wish and are habituated to doing precisely that. In 

her own words, 

if you're a private land owner and you own a big chunk of land, you want 
to do what you want with it. You want to go out and cut it, you want to go 
out and plow it, you want to build mils through it, you want to preserve it. 
That's al1 their own personal interest and they al1 think that way on their 
own and then they feel crowded or imposed upon by other regdations like 
the National Park, the Niagara Escarpment Commission. 

This is essentiaily an expression of conûol of the land and nahm while aiso being one of 

human independence and W o m .  While this clearly captures what Brenda believes is 

the dominant outlook of residents, it is clear by her views on environmental protection 

(below) that she does not share the same keenness for controlling nature that others do. 

Later in the interview she provided what could be read as an expression of the 

origins of the local population's relationship to nature. She explains "we went h m  an 

originally pioneering area of forestry and farming to fishing to tourism and small industry 

to [iust] touisrn ..." The mgged independence of making a living fiom the land has 

doubtless affected current generations' willingness to be cajoled or pushed into obsetving 

standards or laws they did aot ask for. 

Brenda made severai interesting observations about how local residents value the 



naturd environment. The chef issue however was the matter of public versus private 

land. In Brenda's words, "the most important one [issue] they have io resolve is what is 

conservation land up here and what is a bu& zone for the National Park. 1s the National 

Park reaily important to everyone hem? Where does it sit? Who does what? 1s there a 

way that everyone can find their own corner - fïnd their own satisfaction?" In raising 

such questions Brenda is revealing both her own priorities of what is important and her 

concern about the local population having not resolved their value for the land. 

And yet, despite this, Brenda notes that quietly, some residents have found their 

own paths to appreciaîing nature in such a way that they are cornpelleci to a more 

harrnonious relationship with it. One example of this was a electrician who has taken a 

liking to some delicate flower habitats and has decided to protect them and raise public 

awareness about them. 

He brags about the uniqueness of the habitat around his property and it's 
neat to see that ... He's not trained in anything like that (biology) .. he's just 
realIy like the area, likes the land, and wants to share that ... and make a 
small business From it ... and 1 think that's neat ... And this is an electrician 
and a mal1 business just based around a basic service tùnction in the 
community. He just ükes the area ... he' s just one of those guys tbat grew 
up and liked to go for walks and enjoys nature and wanted to get his lcid 
into it and his wife has some ideas and he's probabIy been to a few public 
things, programs, slide shows and said, 'this is kind of neat'. 

Interestingly, she perceives visitors to the area haWig a more ecologicaily 

grounded vaiue of nature than Iocals; "visitors are converted" she says. Presumably this 

means that visitors wodd take better care of the land than locals do, and yet some tourist 

behaviour may not subsîantiate this. Clearly they have driven some distance to see the 

region, and must therefore ascribe some value to it, but are they stewards of their own 



places of ongin? 

Brenda clearly acknowledges the limits of natural resources and advacates greater 

protection. "The reason it's not happening", she proposes, " is because there's no 

coordinated effort." She goes on and ad& "1 think it [protection] needs a better 

coordinated effort and better public understanding." Her views seem to express 

ûustration in what she sees as a self-evident situation requiring attention but somehow 

rnissing it. 

There could be a lot more and it could be a better coordinated effort. The 
reason it's not happening is because there is no coordinated effort. There's 
too many different agencies. The locals' concept of what it is is different 
than the visitors' concepts, is different than the cottagers. It's much 
different than the people that try to organize it like the govemment 
agencies. And because there are some really large chunks of land that are 
preserved or conserved and that one **, and 1 thinlc that's a good thing. 
But, that's in spite of itsel f.. it's not because it's organized correctly. 1 
mean, it got lucky because a national park moved in and there was a large 
quantity of crown land left in the area and that's what's doing a good job. 
It's not the people ninning the national park and it's not the people 
running the crown land. 1 mean, it's the fact that it exist ... and that's the 
case for most conservation anyway. 

Where politicai organization is concerned, Brenda identifies many of the 

community concems regarding outside controls on local lands. In addition to the issues 

raised earlier (about public vernis private lands) she also discusses resentment over native 

Iand-rights (handed down by the federal government) and the imposition of controls by 

the NEC. Her solution to these sentiments, as well as to her own concems of how poorly 

the area is managing, lies in local action; "we need to be better organized" she says. 

It would seem that Brenda carries a view that is not aitogether unlike that of Lisa 

While she provided ample evidence of het own ecological worldview, she characterimi 



the community as being divided and certainly adhering more to the dominant outlwk. 

5.2 Analysis of Cases by Theme 

5.2,1 Pelationship with N- 
. . 

"Relationship with Nature" signifies whether the respondent, or other people (as 

the case may be), understand themselves as dominating nature or living harmoniousiy 

within nature. This is in large part an indication of power. Over the course of the 

interviews, respondents provided two perspectives; their own (individual) relationship to 

nature and the relationship they thought other residents (community) had. 

Individual views were scattered between the worldviews preventing a clear 

characterization either way. Ed and Greg clearly believed humans control nature and that 

protection was an impedirnent to human progress. Sarah seemed to agree that hurnans 

control nature but was inclined towards more responsible behaviour in our role as 

stewards. Others provided a view that humans are responsible for many of îhe negative 

effects of development, but did not espouse opinions that could firmly be prcscnted as 

one way or the other. 

Though not al1 operators provided opinions of the community's relationship with 

nature, signs of both views were present - once even within the same tespondent. 

Generally however, there appeared to be more emphasis on the dominant worldvitw 

being associated with the community. This could be explained through Brenda's 

observation about the historical association residents have had with the land. 

A point of interest here is the appearance of differences between how some of the 



operators view themselves and how the community was described. Some of the operators 

expressed a more ecologically-orientai relation to the natural environment than they 

considered was held by the community. This ciifference appears in other thematic 

categories as well, but it would be presumptuous to interpret this as respondents 

considering themselves more enlightened than their neighbours or as less in need to 

improve their behaviour. 

Craig's understanding of the community relation to nature suggested there existed 

among some residents a wanton disregard for '%the bush" which needed to be addressed. 

interestingly though, instead of more controls he tallcs about 'ie-education" - a t em 

which was interpreted as meaning that he wants people to develop a truly different 

understanding of how they relate to nature and how they use its resources. One question 

that anises fiom his suggestion is how one operationalizes the transition h m  a controls- 

based approach for regulating resource use to an approach grounded in how individuals 

relate to nature. 

The two non-govenrmental (NGO) respondents did not provide firm indications 

of their personal worldviews. However, based on their observations of the cornrnunity as 

well as the work they do (envitonmental activism), it is a safe assurnption that they lean 

towards an ecological outlook. One example of how this is so is found in Lisa's comment 

on how local residents have not wnnected their behaviour with the condition of their 

surroundings (page 88). In this way, she is suggesting the residents do not see themselves 

as attached or connected to the land. The spirit in which this comment was made clearly 

showed her concern for this distance. 



Principal Value of N- 

The principal value of nature was understood through associating commmts h m  

respondents with wtiether they more strongly indicated a belief that the naruraI 

environment is a resource for human use or hat al1 life has inüinsic worth and equaiity. 

In addition to individuai and cornmuni@ perceptions, some views on how lourisîs might 

respond to this theme were recordeci (as was the case for the following theme), 

Many individual expressions of how nature is valued showed an ecological view - 
contrasted against a somewhat mechanistic charactenzation of the pater community: 

residents are thought to value nature principaliy for its service to human needs. An 

example of this was Craig's concern for darnaged white cedars and his view that locals 

"just see it as farm land and they put the cattle on it or they are timbering it - if they're 

s e l h g  timber - and they don? see it as something else." 

Where ecological views were shared, an appreciation of the mechanistic 

worldview was also fouud. As mentioued in îhe previous section dealing with how 

people relate to nature, at times boih views were expressed kom the same individual. 

Sarah and Peter's sûong i n h i c  value of nature also included mention of some 

mechanistic benefits. At the very least, this reflects the realities of their work; their 

appreciation of nature may be afhrmed daily through their sunoundings but the business 

context in which they survive requires mechanistic valuation for performance. 

Recall as well Brenda's concem for the Iack of cornmon vaiue of protected spaces 

- the National f ark in partîcular. "Is Ise National Park reaiiy important to eveqone 

here?', she asks, "Where does it sit? Who does what? 1s there a way that everyme c m  



tind their own corner - find their own satisfaction?" Such pressing questions remain 

unanswered. 

Tourists received mixed responses. Respondents recognized that visitors love the 

area, but many also commented on the destruction carried out by tourists. Brenda 

suggested that "visitors are converted" to enviromentalism whereas Ed and Craig 

expressed hstration at the c h b e r s  and trail users. Gmerally however, tourists were 

appreciated in terms of their environmental behaviour and viewed in higher regard than 

locals. 

More lcnowledge about how visitors value the environment would be usefiil and 

appropriate. The opinions of operators on this subject have Limited applicability since 

they are dependant on visitors and are therefore unlikeiy to be too critical. 

Environmentalists and nature enthusiasts see the activities of people on holiday and 

contrast the impacts of this p u p  of relaxed recreationists against those of midents 

involved in development, quanying, timbering and other livelihoods. Knowing more 

about how the visitors behaved in their own comrnunities wouid provide more 

understanding of how they value nature. However, what is important bere is how they 

think and behave when they are visitors to this region. 

5.2,3 - R e m  

How respondents understood issues regardhg limits to natural resources provides 

sorne interpretive assistance for determining if they beiieve current rates of resource 

consumption and habitat change or destruction are possible, Whereas some indicated the 



dominant position that Tesources are unlimited and technical innovation wiiI address 

whatever concem may cwently be apparent, others supported the ecological view that 

current practices of consuming resources (many times faster than they can be renewed) is 

a formula for disaster. 

The general understanding about natural resource limits in the Bruce Peninçula 

was similar in some ways to the responses seen in the first section, deaiing with human- 

nature relations. Two opetators (Greg and Ed) indicated that there was little to be 

concemed about, especially if economic growth was desired. Most of the others - 
including the NGO respondents - expressed what was interpreted as an ecological view 

(ie: resources are limited). 

in one case, an operator expressed concem about resource use but seemingly did 

not consider tourism litnits necessary. This is revealing of how he (Peter) might perceive 

his industry - ie - having negligMe impacts on the resource. 

Of course, tourists do have considerable impacts, as we found discussed by some 

respondents. Despite venerable intentions of recreation and leisure, tourists are reporied 

to be upsetting delicate ecosystems through deliberate removal of species (eg; samples for 

their gardens) or through unintentional tramphg that cornes with over-crowding. What 

exactly constitutes too many visitors is not agreed-upon - being a subject of certain 

controversy it is unlikely to be approached quickly. For a region that depends heavily on 

tourism, in which many midents consider it an environmentally benign economic 

saviour, even approachg such questions could be considered risky.' 

'Interestingly, one respondent spke of a colleague who suggested reducing 
advertising in order to minimize the demand for accommodation in the region. The idea 



Respondents provided a range of views on locals. From the NGO's, residents 

were characterised as resisting the possibility of lirnits on resource use, but alsa noted 

was their growing sense of responsibility for the area. Operators were roughly scattered 

reflecting the tespotse of "it depends". This is likely a result of the diversity of the 

population - mal1 that Ed spoke of the different reactions of long-the and newer 

residents towards the Biosphere Reserve concept. 

Even among those believing there is a limit, there was no 6nn indication of what 

it might be and the opinions expressed were sometimes inconsistent with other statements 

during the interviews. Thus we had an operator (Peter) lamenting that 'lt's such a shame 

we destroy things and then wish we hadn't" while at the same tirne not seeing any need to 

lirnit the nurnber of visitors to the region. 

5,2.4 Political 
. .  

The political dimensions of the worldview of tourism operators were principally 

interpreted through understanding how the industry views itseif and through some 

understanding of how land-use is organized in the region. Whereas the dominant 

worldview would typicaüy lean towards endorshg centralized or national control, an 

ecological worldview wouid more closely reflect a minority tradition and bioregionalism 

or locaI control. 

Most respondents voiced a pref~fe~lce for Local control in ways that could be 

interpreted as being compatible wiih bioregionalism. We must be cautious with tbis 

was ridicded. 



however since some appear to be preferring local control in order to provide maximum 

freedom to do whatever they wish with their lands. This presents an interesthg 

interpetive problem. After dl, we have found that many respondents are not M y  on one 

side or the other of our (simpüfïed) division of worldviews. Some may wish local control 

for both eco1ogical and mechanistic reasons, and perhaps others who expressed 

mechanistic views in other thematic groupings have an ecologically-based preference. It 

is reasonable however to understand those with consistently mechanistic views, plus 

statements bearing the qualities of libertarianism, are not seeking local conûol for 

ecological reasons. 

This same observation seems to apply to the community at large. An appreciation 

for the different approaches for achieving ecological results in the community is found in 

Lisa and Ed's lack of support for both extemal and local agencies. Whereas Lisa's 

priority seems to be clearly towards establishing a system that benefits the naturd 

environment, Ed is clearly wanting whatever will maxirnize the land-owners short-term 

benefit most. Neither are explicitly clear on how they would like things - and yet Lisa 

appears to have some faith in the local population eventually playing a srronger 

stewardship role. 

One issue in favour of local, minimal, control raised by Ed was the redundancy of 

organizations - for resource use and, particularly for the tourism sector. For Steve 

however, the presence of overlapping organizations has at times been fnistrating but for 

the most part has been justified. "People need to be able to plug-in" he says - a large 

organization is unlikely to provide this to them. (Thus we see different organizations 



view things différently.) 

interestingly, the province of ûntaio seems to be undergoing a tum around in 

resource and tourism management. Whereas resource management was once highiy 

centralized, municipalities are now taking on more of these responsibilities. Tourisrn, on 

the other hand, was previously an extremeiy decentralised industry and is now 

undergoing consolidation into larger units for marketing purposes. How such moves will 

be understood by these operators is unclear. 

5.3 General Analysis 

The profiles and thematic snapshots reveal there is no single worldview active 

among this group of people. By al1 accounts, this should be considered normal and 

indicative of human-ness. Furthemore, possibly owing to people's unique understanding 

of the world and their conflicting interests, there are occasionally confiicting views 

expressed by the same individual. While this suggests some confusion, it is important to 

recall how unlikely it would have been for people to neatly fit into one worldview or 

another; each with their own complex make-up, the differences fiom one to the next 

provide some appreciation for each of their worldviews. Had more thematic categories 

been applied, this would likely have been even more apparent than it was. 

Though differences existed between each one, respondents shared a decency and 

respect for their colleagues, wmmunity members and ctients/visitors. This suggests a 

decency of character as well as a cornmunity in which diversity is tolerated and 

competing views have a place. It seems possible in such an environment that gradual 



changes could continue to occur without creating havoc. Were respondents a more 

homogeneous p u p ,  greater resistance to change would be expected. 

Along with their decency, respondents shared the charactenstic of being very 

reasonable in their thinking. Each displayed qualities of having thought through theù 

views and few if any responses could be characterised as extreme. Each respondent, 

while demonstrating differences, also did not appear to depart wildly in different 

directions. Notably, there were noue whose attitudes fit Craig's concems of residents 

44murdering the bush". 

Another similarity was a tendency for respondents to place themselves apart h m  

other inhabitants in ways that suggested they are more worldly. This could be explained 

in part by the cornmon trait of tourism operators originating fiom outside of the area. 

Additionally, those dealing with tourists necessarily become more aware of places outside 

of their home territories and this awareness becornes integral to their business o p t i o n s .  

In the response patterns, the two respondents (Greg and Ed) characterized as 

having a dominant~mechanistic relationship with nature maintained this thughout the 

remaining three thernes. The four other tourism operators expressed individual outlooLs 

that were sornewhat ecological. This tw repeated itself in subsequent thematic 

groupings, but not quite as consistently as those with a dominant outlook. The two 

NGO's provided few surprises with their lean towards an ecologicai worldview. 

Considering their organizational purposes and their relationship to the economy, one can 

reasonably explain this phenornena; they are advocates free of market constraints. 

It is interesthg that the idea of involving tourists in solutions did not surface - 



even where they were causing trouble. Tourists were consistently spoken of as being 

separate and uninvolved in the community. This is curious considering the importance 

they play as contributors in so many ways. 

Though normal to have diverse worldviews, the situation as described retains 

some challenges for those seeking more environmentally sustainable tourism in the 

region. How, as Brenda questioned, can everyone be satisfied amid such diversity of 

views? In the following chapter some thinking will be directed towards how these 

findings relate to the literature and within this section some discussion will take place 

around how to plan for change amid diverse views. 



CHAPTER SJX - CONCLUSIONS 
6.1 Significance Of Findings As They Relate To Sustababiüty 

The principal ideas of each major section of chapter two will be related to the 

findings in this conclusion. This will help develop an appreciation for what the findings 

mean in terms of sustainabiiity. In this stage, the interest is not simply 

comparûnentalisation of the hdings into the parts of the literature review; the intent is 

also to gain understanding of how they are connected to one auother through the findings. 

Worldviews 

The discussion on worldviews in the iiterature review ciearly simplified the 

choices by focusing on two perspectives. While the porosity of such duaîistic, simpf fied 

models app1ied to the respondent profiles reminded us that combinations of worldviews 

are at pIay in each of us, some patterns emerged nevertheless. 

Though it was of little surprise that respondents did not fit neatly into one or the 

other worldview, it is not clear what it means to have combinations of worldviews. One 

possibility is that operators with both points of view are in a continuous state of 

transition. Some openly declared that they were open-minded to new approaches of 

doing business. In this way, they may be open to acquiring ways of seeing and 

understanding their world that are based on their experience and not fixed to an 

unchanging ideology. 

As explained in the review of the iiterature, it is in the realm of econornics that the 

dominant worldview fin& much power. Capitalism was identifiai as both a product and 

supporter of mechanistic thinking. Afterwards, an alternative to this approach was 



presented, called 'healthy markets' by Korten (1999). It is interesthg to note that, in 

general ternis, every one of Korten's criteria for healthy markets fits the reality of the 

operators in the Bruce Peuinsula; th& descriptions of how they relate to the natural 

environment, how their business network functionç, and the identity of their clients 

demonstrates none of the characteristics listed for capitalism. in practice, the economics 

of this group cm be characteriseci as ecologically benign even while their worldviews, as 

understood through the analytic h e w o r k  used here, are divided. 

Clearly, this is in part due to the srnail sale of their operations - there is liîtie that 

a sole-proprietor tourism operator cotd  do to wreak wholesale destruction on the 

environment even if they intendecl to. The point is, few changes in practice would be 

needed for most maIl tourtsm operators in this part of Ontario to fûifil the criteria of 

ecological tourism. Were this simply a matter of practice, the challenge would be far l e s  

than it is. The greatest shifts - those that will have the t d y  long-term effect - will be 

needed in their values. Without greater integration of ecological principles there is a nsk 

that the results of mechanistic thinking would emerge as the means (eg: more capital) 

becorne available. This could happen in situations where greater market demand for the 

area resulted in some operators needing to make the decision of staying smaii (les 

weaIth) or growing to a larger (possibly mas) scale. 

Changing people's thinking, with the intention of hflueucing worldview (and 

actions in the long-term) is a fu h m  simple matter. Though the qualities of doing so 

were not expiored in this study, they have k e n  d i s c d  eisewhere and this material has 

been incorporated beIow in part 62. 



From the beginning, one of the assertions of this study is that worldview affects 

how people constnict and interact with their environment. Greater understanding of how 

worldviews may be W e d  to actions will provide direction for where efforts to cultivate 

long-term environmental sustainability should lie. 

Planning 

The hdings support the prernise of diverse worldviews existing among people in 

general and tourkm operators in particular. This m u t  be accounted for in the selection of 

a planning approach. But how shail planners do this? Can Social Reform and Policy 

Analysis adequately address this realization? That these two approaches are h l y  

infomed by the dominant worldview signais their limited tolerance for approaches that 

do not rely on rational-positivistic thinking. How might tourism operators who expressed 

values for the natural environment not supported by "objective" criteria manage to have 

their concerns respected in such an approach? 

It seems doubtful that either of these approaches can meaningfully address issues 

of sustainability. Their environmental track record, which is part of the legacy of the 

dominant worldview, is questionable at best. Friedmann's (1987) opinion that these 

approaches validate and uphold the activiaes of a destructive and oppressive social order 

must not be understood as a complete rejection of their techniques; just as the ecologicai 

worldview has room to accept scientiîïc thinking as one among mny orher valid 

approaches, so too must a planning approach that aims to reflect the diversity of those 

being planned for. Scientific planning techniques must therefore have their place within a 

planning tradition of diversity. 



The remaining two approaches hold some promise of applicability in the situation 

described. This is hardly surprishg given that both are a reaction to the constraints of 

planning dominated by rational-positivistic thinking. 

The components of the 'social practice' that constitutes the social leaming 

approach bear some resemblance to worldview theory. Also, Friedmann (1987) has 

associated some of Korten's earlier works with this category. With a dialectical leaming 

process that is unabashedly practical and driven by the leamers, a social learning 

approach in many ways fits the 'trial and enor' approach to problem solving the group of 

respondents apply to their businesses. Friedmann notes the limitation of this approach 

lies in its applicability to mal1 groups or wmmunities operating within a larger context 

in which they are powerless; this is an attcibute of our respondents not previously 

discussed, though quite accurate. They are, for the most part, resistant to direct extemal 

control and large bureaucracy and have developed ways of getting things done through 

networking and dialogue rather than by use of an orchestrated approach. Even so, they 

operate within the western capitalist system in which their actions wield little power. 

Drawing on its base of oppositional movements (utopianism, social anarchism, 

histoncal materialism), Social Mobilization is the tradition most likely to dramatically 

challenge the statu quo and re-invent the relationships that cunently contniute to 

maintaining the dominant worldview, The radicalism and critical questionhg ofpower, 

hallmarks of an emancipatory appmach, could not be further h m  the culture of our 

respondents. 

After reflection on wbich approach is best suited to the context and the objectives, 



we see the most likely match (of the four approaches) for this gmup is the Social 

Leaming approach. This approach recognizes more than the contextual reality of a 

culture that is not habituated to radical action. The process of action and reflection 

(learning) takes place among smaii groups or comrnunity members rather than in the 

exclusive domain of planning experts. The 'actors' responsibility for the leaniing that 

takes place is representative of the 'local control' sought by respondents in the findings as 

well as being a suggested criterion for sustainable practices. 

The extent of the planner's involvement will be is largely a hc t ion  of the 

community's needs and preferences, but a key factor is the planner does not view 

themselves as the 'expert' controlling the outcome of a scientific process. Thus the 

comrnunity land-use planner may eventually discover their traditional activities have 

altogether disappeared and - possibly - repiaced by other roles. 

Tounsm 

The description of the tourism industry highiighted the need for alternative 

perspectives in its operations and research. The 6ndings provide some understanding of 

the range of perspectives within a part of the industry. With such diversity in 

worldviews, it is expected that greater diversity in research questions asked wodd be 

welcomed. 

In the course of the research a number of things were revealed about the operators. 

It became clear that for most tourism operators the 'big picture' of tourisrn in Oatario or 

Canada was not a primary concem. Where problems or issues were cited in the industry, 

they were ascribed locally (eg: organization). It was also clear chat enthusiasm for 



tourism - despite occasional concems about o r g h t i o n  - is bigh and they like what they 

do. Operators showed no s i p s  of interest or concem in regards to the use of ecotourism 

or any other 'niche'; they are aware of why their visitors corne and probably have little 

use for the quibbling over what is or is not ' e ~ o ' ~ .  It would seem that the problems of 

over-touristed regions simply have not @et) become apparent enough to giiivanize the 

concem observed by de Kadt (1979) and Tumer and Ash (1975), and measured by 

Doxey (1 976) in heavily touristeci communities. 

Among the respondents who acknowledged a limit to the numbers of visitors was 

possible (but not reached yet) there was no indications of where ihat limit rem. This is a 

planning question and provides an excellent opportunity to consider various approaches, 

Whereas the rational comprehensive approach could lead to a formulaic solution (input- 

output model, for example), and a social rnobilization approach might encourage 

questions of the underlying market structure driving the tourism industry (among other 

things, the master-servant relationship encouraged of hedonistic travellers), the social 

leaniing approach would likely sûive for solutions that serve the short term needs of 

operators without massive upheaval of their ways of working. 

While upheaval rnay be the only way to attain a purely 'ecological' worldview 

arnong these operators, achieving this would likely terminate their willingness to 

participate in the business. The industqr is, d e r  dl, a child of capitalism and fuahemiore 

is hi@y vulnerable to public opinion. A full inventory of the ecological ramifications of 

A group of peninsula businesses recently attempted to form a marketing 
coalition to promote ecotourism but was unconcemed with the activities of members 
(Darling, Kuiper, Marcea, Mathews & Williams, 1999) 



comrnercially-viable global touism would yield strong arguments for its termination. 

irrespective of the activities of tourists in situ, the environmental consequences of 

increased jet-fuel consumption are unacceptable. On the other hand, Herman Daly's 

reminder that 'sustainable growth' is an impossibiiity statement points to the terminal 

condition of this industry if it continues on its cunent (growth) course. 

For the peninsula grog of operators, it would seem there are two main choices; 

either succurnb to the urges of capitalism and allow conditions that lead to environmental 

destruction or place self-imposed and developed constraints on how the area continues to 

attract visitors. This second option could dramatically curb the growth of recreational 

visitors that have been predicted by demographers. 

Since the tourism operators of the Bruce Peninsula perform in ways that closely 

match Korten's 'Healthy Markets' critena, the most ideal approach could weU rest in 

Lewis' (1998) focus on who owns the industry; locaily developed tourism shows greater 

economic resilience and far Iower environmental damages than other kinds. Knowing 

they will be threatened by too much growth but unwilling to allow extemal controls, 

provided this group continues to be composed of small, local operators it wili also 

provide some of the best enWonmental safaguards available. 

Biosphere Resewe~ 

Public understanding of Biosphere Reserves is a weakness of these regions 

(desalaberry and Reid, 1999). Since people do not understand than, the ability of BR 

supporters to garner backing (political aud otherwise) has been minimai. 

That these regions present a btegrative approach to tesource management is, 



however, significant. The presence of chatacteristics fiom bath the dominant and 

ecological worldview in BR'S refiects the sorts of complex worldviews the tourisrn 

operators expressed. Might there be some appeal among tourism operators for this mode1 

of resource management? Are there responses to the tourism situation that would benefit 

the lack of understanding suffered by Biosphere Reserves? 

To the first question, a previous study using the same database as this thesis 

determined that tourim operators did h d  some interest in the designation, but this was 

principally for its marketing potential. 'Biosphere Reserve' for some operators was 

considered a label that would interest environmentally conscious visitors - especially 

those fiom Europe (Ibid). 

Coordination between various land-use agencies has been problematic at times, 

While this challenge cannot be dismissed, the findings suggest that the greatest obstacles 

for this group could lie in whether there is an increased external control (perceived or 

real) of the resource and how it is used. As a designation, 'Biosphere Reserve' lacks 

meaning without some demonstration of effectiveness. if attempts to do this are initiated 

from anyplace outside the region (missing local support), failure seems certain. Thus, 

Iike eco-tourism, to make the Biosphere Reserve designation meaninfil one requires 

local interest generated through an on-going process of trial and error within a social 

leaming approach to planning. 

The diversity of worldviews clearly has implications for many other matters 

related to human-environment interactions; this is the focus of the Man and Biosphere 

program and the BR designations. How people understand such designations is in part a 



function of their worldview. If a more ecological worldview is assumed to be a desirable 

characteristic for BR acceptame and applicability in local resource management 

practices, then the matter of encouraging more environmentally-fnendly worldview 

becornes a s h e d  objective. 

6.2 Possible Directions for Action and Research 

There can be no definitive test ascribed on the buis of this study as to whether an 

individual is or is not 'ecological' ; furthemore, given the culturai-technological context 

in which we iive, it seems Imlikely îhat a completely ecological person exists in the 

western world. What indeed wodd being sustainable mean to them? 

In some regards, the sale and maturity of the tourism industry affects our ability 

to understand what sustainable means. Thus what is called the 'tourism industry' in one 

context could have different characteristics in amther. In practice, the industry on the 

Bruce Peninsula rnakes iew lasMg ecological impacts because it is so smaii. But were it 

transformed by demand to serve ten times the number of people it now caters to, would 

this still be the case? Problems such as inadequate sewage treatment causing nutrient 

loading on lakes and too many climbers on the wrong clifi would intensifl; would there 

be sufficient willingness to restrain economic growth in response? The answers lie in 

McCool's (1995) questions raised in the literature review; what is beiug sustained and 

who is it being sustained for? The m e r s  to these questions provide the motivation for 

whatever steps may be taken. 



action 

Recalling Korten's (1999, p.116) motivation for undertaking a "...shift h m  

machine to organism as the guiding metaphor of pst-modem m i e  tics...", one notices 

the highly persoaal nature of his focus. The shift, he says, "...holds promise of a 

transformation in human consciousness, understandiagi and institutions...". 

What sort of response, in terms of action, do the fïndings support? It is debatable 

whether concerted action is even the appropriate response; if an ecological understanding 

of the world is accepteci as a means to actrieving environmental sustainability, local 

decentralised (ie: not being conducted from a centraiized bureaucracy) action could be 

appropriate. If the transformation is also an individual one, it is not enough for people to 

adopt short-tem prescribed changes. But ifwe accept that some concerted actions are 

required to achieve greater popular awareness - even if only as inspiration to individuals - 
what fonn would be appropriate? 

Craig, one of the respondents, M y  believed that some residents needed re- 

education. This discussion is clearly tied to people's behaviours. It is the changes thereof 

that wiII yieid tangible achievements towards sustainability. But exactly how shall this 

be undertaken? Cuercive measures, as mentioned in the planning discussion, are likely 

IO achieve onfy short term goals. The ducational institutions of western society have 

been criticised as "apologists for the industn-d society" and for being 'part of a broader 

hegernonic procees for consumer dream structures." (O'Suiiïvan, 1999 p.43) Education, 

in the conventional sense of the terni, clearly will not do for this undertaking. The 

planning approaches reviewd earIier may provide some insight to how education should 



be approached. 

From the planning approaches discussed in the literature review and above, as 

well as the discussions about woddviews, adopîing a Policy Analysis or Social Reform 

approach would likely lead to more of the actions previously undertaken which now 

provide grkt for critiques of the dominant worldview. Botb of these planning approaches 

were bom fiom and depend on core principles of the dominant worldview. 

Behaviour change through a technieal process has been proposed. One such effort 

is focussed specifically on develqing more environrnentally positive behaviour among 

citizens. Community Based Social Marketing (CBSM) relies on psychological tools 

perfected in the commercial marketing industry to encourage desired behaviours. The 

success of communities increasing participation rates in "blue-box" recycling programs 

and other such activities have attracted attention to this approach (McKenzie-Mohr, 

1996). Even so, Social Marketing is based on principles which even its key supporters 

will admit are weak where issues of sustainability are concerneci (Andriessen, 1995). 

CBSM requires intensive levels of on-going energy to achieve its goals while failing to 

engage its 'market' at the root of the issues. This approach is devised h m  a mechanistic 

understanding of human psychology. As a consequence, the individuals whose 

behaviours appear 'change& by CBSM will oniy continue as long as an extemal 

incentive exists. A long-term behaviour change requires transformation of the individual 

at a profound level, willfully undertaken, altering the worldview which influences th& 

behaviour. People need to uaderstand both the why and the how for a change to be 

lasting. It is this sort of transformation that Korten (1999) suggests could be a resdt of a 



shift, but apparently it also represents a means to achieving this objective. 

Behaviour-based approaches do have thek place but for the group we are 

considering, in which there are few behaviours to 'correct' anyway, CBSM would have 

little to achieve. implementation could have the misleadhg effect of inducing operators 

to believe they have done their part and further change is not their responsibility. 

Nevertheless, just as combinations of planahg approaches are possible and appropnate, 

so too could CBSM be used in combination with other (deeper) strategies of achieving 

change. 

The leaming process that leads to individuai change is the focus of tramformative 

learning. Clark (1993, p.47) explains that the diçtinguishing feature of this leaming style 

is that it "produces more far-reaching changes in the leamer than does learning in general, 

and that these changes have a sigaificant impact on the leamer's subsequent experiences." 

Clark continues with more detail: 

in short, transformational learning shapes people: they are different 
afterward, in ways both they and others can recognize. The process can be 
gradua1 or sudden and it can occur in a stnictured educationai environment 
or in the classroom of ordinary life. Transfonnational leaming is in short 
a nomai part of our lives and intimately comected to the developmental 
process. (Ibid) 

The theory and practice of transformational learning has been approached by 

several fields of study (including psychology, developmentid theory, and adult 

education). The common feature is each asks how the transformation occurs. There is a 

vast stock of literature deaiing with eransformational learning, most of it highly 

theoretical (Taylor, 1998). Since the interest hm lies in the practicalities of how it can 

be applied to bring about changes in worldview; this discussion will be limited to the 



realm of adult education. Thus some interesting discussions are omitted in recognition of 

the limited scope of this thesis. 

Though practical considerations of applying transformational learning are at the 

forefiont of our interest, this has not necessarily been so for others touching on the 

subject. Taylor's (Ibid) extensive titerature searcfi tbrough theses, conferencc papers and 

other archivai publications reveaied surprisingly few stuclies focussing on the practice of 

fostering tranformative learning. In ail, just eleven studies were identifieci and among 

these a variety of theoretical orientaiions were present. As a research subject, 

transfomational learning is far from straightforward. For the sake of brevity three of its 

main theoretical traditions can be summarized following some impotant contributors: 

Jack Mezirow has "developed the most extensive theoretical conceptuaikation of 

Wonnational learning." He is focussed on developing a "comprehensive theory 

of adult l e d g  that has as its centrepiece the structuring of meanhg h m  

experience." Transfomational leaming for Mezirow is at the core of adult 

deveiopment (Clark, 1993 p.47). 

Paolo Freire on the other hand, is principally interested in social change. The origins for 

bis work lie in the practical detennination to deveIop Iiteracy among the poor of 

Brazil. The process involves a mhîure of action and reflection which he tetmed 

'conscientization', sometimes knowu as praxis. The goal is "a just society where 

al1 people cm live fieeIy and with dignity". @id, p.49) 

Laurent D a i o ~  provides a third approach to research in transformational learning. The 

principal interest here is in undersianrihg the process of change in students 



participating in fonnal, more traditional educational contexts. His fïndings suggest 

that "development is facilitated by a relationship of care between teachers and 

theu students". @id) 

Clark concludes that besides sharing an understanding of leamhg as a change in 

consciousness, the three traditions are based on "three humanistic assumptions: a view of 

human beings as fiee and responsible, an understanding of knowledge as a personal and 

social construction, and a belief in a liberal democratic vision of society." (Ibid, p.55) 

By al1 accounts, there could be no definitive or "cook-booK' approach to the 

practice of tranfonnative leaming. The known instances of its applications have been 

sparsely documented resulting in a wide gap in the literature of research into its 

application (Taylor, 1998). Nevertheless, as can be seen in the above sumaries, this 

approach to leaming holds interesting possibilities for bringing together planning 

theories, worldview theory, Our understanding of the tourism business (including the 

operators), while possibly addresshg some of the needs of biosphere reserves. 

One understanding ofhow transfomational leaming takes place within the 

individual is paxticularIy well-suiteci to this discussion. Ln e v o l w ( 1 9 8 2 ) ,  

Robert Kegan discusses the significance of Jean Piaget's understanding of how individual 

organisms adapt in the world. Piaget, best known for his theories of the "stages" of 

human deveiopment and the nature of cognition, produced a mode1 of adaptation suited to 

al1 organisms. 

Kegan (p. 43) identifies the centrai principle of this mode1 as an. .. 

"ongoing conversation between the individuating organism and the world, 
a process of adaptation shaped by the tension between assimilation of new 



experience to the old 'grammar' and the accommodation of the d d  
grammar to the new experience. This eternal conversation is panorganic; 
it is central to the nature of al1 Living things" 

The product of this "conversation" is not an escalation or augmentation as some 

might understand evolution. Piaget's model foUows the pattern of "periods of dynamic 

stability followed by periods of instabiiity and quaiitatively new baiance" evident in 

natural systems (Tbid, p.44). These periods of stabiiity alIow a t h e  of negotiation in 

order to integrate the new experience. As part of this negotiation (or re-negotiation, since 

it will happen continuously), the organism is guided by the differentiation between 

whether they view themselves as 'subject' or 'object' in the world they perceive. In other 

words, they m u t  continuously re-establish how they relate to the world. 

Kegan's interpretation of Piaget's work is significant to this work because it 

suggests a process of transformation grounded in n a d  systems which do not separate 

humans fiom the natural world. The processes of differentiation and renegotiation, and 

of assimilation and accommodation, are the very substance of the transfomative 

experience desired for the adoption of a more ecologicaîly-hdly worldview. 

An article dealing with aiternative training approaches in towisrn points to similar 

conclusions of this thesis; alternative training approaches that reflect the local context are 

needed (Wearing and Harris, 1999.) . Much of their focus is however on culturai factors, 

the case used being Australian Aboriginal peopIe having difticulty grasping the principles 

and practices of ecotourism through a conventionai western ducationai model. 'The 

recognition of culturaîiy distinctive approaches to l e d g  needs to be confmnted." they 

propose @id, p.9). Indeed this is necessary, but just as much so within each 'culture'. 



The respondents in this research, aii of western cultural heritage, show clear signs of 

different worldviews and would iikely have different levels of acceptance of training 

provided through a conventional western format. 

What seems appropriate therefore is alternative educatioaal methodologies that 

encourage leamers to actively consider the assurnptions their businesses were built on 

with the intent to raise their ecological consciousness and develop a sense of meaning in 

their work. in so far as transformational leaming has been presented here, this represents 

a hybrid of the foci of Mezirow and Friere, possibly delivered within the caring 

environment of Daloz. 

There are many permutations of how transformational learning could be applied 

in the tourism sector. Despite the allure of what changing people's worldviews could 

mean for ecologists, disturbing moral and ethical questions need to be addressed. Who 

shall determine what is and is not an acceptable worldview? Under what circumstances 

will people be encouraged to 'transform' themselves? How can such theories of change 

be prevented h m  abuse or misinterpretation? 

6.2.2 Research 

Continued, deliberate, pursuit of alternative research approaches in the tourism 

field can only yield benefits to an overly conservative area of study. How else cm 

alternative tourism models hope to move beyond the ümits of the mechanistic woridview 

that drives industrial mass-tourism? Of course, empirical research has it's place too - but 

even here oppominities exist to pursue unconventional research foci. Extending 



empirical research in the field of tranfonnative learning, in the tourism context, would 

yield further insight to the particular needs and interests of tourism operators in 

circumstances such as describeci here. Replicating some of the research Taylor (1998) 

discussed, in which long-tenn observations of individuals were conducted, might be a 

starting point. In which ways were tourism operators willing to engage in a process of 

personal change? What compelled them to attempt this? What kinds of results were 

observed and felt by the operators and researchers? Following such questions, valuable 

contributions to the field of adult learning and transfomative learning would also be 

reaiized. 

Where further research is initiated, the opportunities to link planning theories, 

worldview theory, our understanding of the tourism business (including the operators), 

and biosphere reserves would serve ail well. This piece of research, in which an 

interactive and integrative approach was used, left much to be accomplished. 

More research into the diversity of worldviews within any given culture also 

needs explonng. Planners are often confronted with cultural issues in various aspects of 

their work (comrnunity development being just one of hem) but as we have seen hm, 

homogeneity in cultural extraction need not be equated with unifonnity of how the world 

is understood. This need is perhaps even more pronounced since we are dealing with an 

industry in which cultural exchange is a daily occmence. More consideration is needed 

of how planners shall deal effectively with this plurality of worldviews of operators and 

residents. How indeed shaii tourhm planners deal with the diversity of worldviews of 

the travelling public? The current pattern of low-impact tourism preceding a mass- 



tourism (hi& impact) environmental assault c m  ody  go on so long before the pristine is 

exhausted. And yet if the tourism models of the 1980's are vaiid, this progression 

represents the nom of tourism development everywhere. Are al1 cornmunities destinai 

to undo their tourim achievements through over-kill? What examples exist of 

comrnunities whose worldview infiuenced ecological preservation? How was this 

accomplished? 

Retuming to the element of culture, a pursuit of how worldview theories are 

interpreted within diverse culturai contexts might aiso yield usehl insights. To what 

extent, for example, is the concept of worldview irselfa product of the western 

intellectual traditions? How is the phenornena that worldview theory aims to explain 

addressed in other cultural contexts? The importance of these questions to this particular 

piece of research rests in the vaiidity of a proposal to link how tourism operators 

understand their world to actions; they may not have any meaning outside of the western 

obsewers meaning-making firamewock. This in itself reveais how intertwhed culnue and 

worldviews may be, and greater clarity on this point can only be helpful to researchers 

and operators alike. 

What is probably not needed is more data-collection in the traditionai form of 

tourism research. While it is inevitable to some extent, the practice of quantitative data 

collection for the purpose of tourism management is fundarnentally flawed because it is 

so rarely coupled to the qualitative learnings. Moreover, it fails to achowledge that the 

interpretation of the meaning of the data is fiequently far h m  objective. Figures 

indicating growth in person-visits (for example) that are read in isolation Say nothing (or 



worse, are misleading) about the quaiity of the experience or the long-term viability of a 

tourism operation. This is all the more important in the instance where the operator 

purports to support an alternative fom of tourism. 

One of the great unsolved matters in this reseatch is whether tourism can be 

moved beyond its founding principles. Tourism businesses operate in a macro-economic 

environment that is beyond their capacity to change. As disposable income "bottom- 

feeders", they depend on economic performance for their survival more so than many 

other sectors. 

For the operators included in this paper, it seems unlikely they would want to 

change their worldview. increased steps toward an ecological worldview spells greater 

uncertainty from a profit-control perspective. The trick is to convince hard-working 

people that questioning the fundamental assumptions of their practice (and their universe) 

is diiectly associated with the long-term viability of their iivelihoods. An ecological 

worldview may not be the only shifi that will yield the long-term sustainability of their 

industry, but the domhant worldview has proven it is incapable of M l l i n g  this role. 

W i th sensitivity to their individual circumstances efforts to initiate the transformationai 

process will have positive resdts on the long-tm viability of their businesses and their 

industry. Observing this process would provide highly useful lessons on the application 

of transfomative learning processes for such purposes. 

6.3 Final Comment. 

The awareness and personal transformations that have taken place tbrough this 



research have generated both optimism and fear. The optimism comes h m  gteater 

understanding of the world around me, how 1 fit into it, and why things happen as they 

do. The fear cornes fiom greater awareness of the consequemes of continuhg human 

social development, now on a global scaie, using the dominant understanding of the 

universe. 

Looking back on the process of analysis and understanding, 1 now question the 

limits to which an individual can achieve transformations on their own. The dialectical 

aspect of transfomative leaming cannot be achieved in isolation - tourism operators and 

tourism researchers need to participate in group efforts as part of pursuing their personal 

agenda of transformation. 

Another area of concern yet unsolved is the "chicken and egg" situation of 

whether the conscientization process of bringing tourism operators to an understanding of 

ecology can be initiated externally fiom a transformational learning experience; d e r  dl, 

entering into such an experience must be a voluntary endeavour (which few would likely 

want, as suggested earlier) and go to therefore some conscientization has already taken 

place - with or without the consent of the individual. Does this constitute a fom of 

manipulation if deliberately undertaken? 

The ethical and moral dilemmas were left largely unsettled because the underlying 

assurnption has been that in this instance the means justifL the ends. Just how this 

translates into acceptable practice or how it might affect the development of new noms is 

an area possibly too complex for this resemh to determine. 

In a perfect scenario, the businesses themselves would have been involved with 



the development of the research plau, thus raising their awareness and contributing to a 

research effort. Even the kinds of questions they would value in the research would have 

provided interesting material for comment. This is but one of many other methodologicai 

issues which, in hindsight, have provided inspiration for M e r  research in this domain. 

This effort to tie worldview theoiy, planning and tourism together has provided a 

small contribution to a young field of research in which rnany exciting possibilities await. 

Through the course of the research, an appreciation for the complexity of tourist operators 

has been developed, Among the respondents, differences in how they make meaning of 

their world and how this affects their understanding of tourism aud sustaiaability were 

perceived. This awareness set ihe stage for further investigations into how this codd 

affect their willingness to accept and integrate concepts of sustainability into their 

businesses. That this group is so diverse is significant beyond tourism; the mode1 of 

Biosphere Reserves bdancing human and ecoIogica1 needs must reflect the understanding 

that inhabitants have of what is being sustained and why. The suggested process for how 

changes might corne about, applicable to tourism operators and Biosphere Resme 

residents aIike, is through a process of personal change, known to adult educators as 

îransformational leaming. Since this qpmach is not h o w n  to have been appIied and 

researched within a tourism context, it is suggested that there is a need for this type of 

action and research to be undertaken. 
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APPENDIX A - Lascurian's Email 

[The foliowing is a complete version of a document sent to the green-travel listserve. It was 
sent by Mr. Lascurian Cebalios] 

From mendicott@IGC.APC.ORG 
Date: Mon, 7 Jun 1999 O6:3O: 14 -0700 
From: "Marcus L. Endicott" cmendicott@IGC.APC.ORG> 
Reply-To: Sustainable travel & tourism worldwide including Ecotourism & 

Adventure Travel <GREEN-TRAVEL@PEACH.EASE.LSOFT.COM> 
To: GREEN-TRAVEL@PEACH.EASE.LSOFT.COM 
Subject: Re: ecotourism beginnings 

Date: Sun, 06 Jun 1999 11:38:35 
To: "Marcus L. Endicott" <mendicot@igc.apc.org> 
From: "Hector Ceballos-Lascurain (PICE)" <ceballos@laueta-apc.org> 
Subject: Re: Coining the tenn "Ecotourism" 

Hector Ceballos-Lascurain is a Mexican architect and environmentalist. In 
early July 1983 he coined the term "ecotourism" when he was performing the 
dual role of Director General of Standards and Technology of SEDUE (the 
Mexican Ministry of Urban Development and Ecology) and founding president 
of PRONATURA (an influentid cooservationist NGO). PRONATURA was lobbying 
for the conservation of the wetlands in northern Yucatan as breeding and 
feeding habitats of the American Flamingo. Amongst the arguments Hector 
used to dissuade the building of matinas in the Celestun estuary area was 
the presence of an ever growing number of tourists, especially North 
Arnericans, interested mainly in birdwatching. Hector believed such people 
could play an important role in boosting the local niral economy, creating 
new jobs and preserving the 'ecology' of the area, and began using the word 
"ecotourism" to describe this phenomenon. 

He also provided the prehmary definition of ecotourism later that year, 
at a presentation in Mexico City for PRONATURA: "Ecotourism is that tourism 
that involves travelling to relatively undisturbed MW areas with the 
specific object of studying, admiring and enjoying the scenery and its wild 
plants and animals, as well as any existing cuftural aspects (both past and 
present) found in these areas. Ecotoirrism impiies a scientific, esthetic or 
philosophical approach, although the 'ecotourist' is not required to be a 
professional scientist, artist or philosopher. The main point is that the 
person who practices ecotourisrn has the opportunity of immersing him or 



herself in nature in a way that most people cannat enjoy in their routine, 
urban existences. This persan will eventualiy acquire a consciousness and 
howledge of the natural envitonment, together with its cultural aspects, 
that will convert him into somebody keedy involved in conservation 
issues." This definition was also presented by its author at the F o m  
"Conservation of the Americas", organized by Partuers for Livable Places, 
in indianapolis (November 18-20,1987), and an article based on this 
presentation appeared in the January 27 1988 issue of the Mexico Journal, 
published in Mexico City. The Memam-Webster dictionary (1998) 
acknowledges this early use of the tenn 'ecotourism' (apparently the first 
t h e  the word appeared in printed and published form in the English 
language) in its latest edition (the Mexico Journal article being credited 
by Memam-Webster Etymology Editor I o a ~ e  M. Despres, in her letter of 
June 23 1997 to Ceballos-Lascurain). 

In late 1983 Hector, dong with Dr. Richard Wilson (a mathematics profmsor 
living in Mexico City), decided that they would create a travel agency 
serving people interested in nature and Mexican culture. They called the 
agency ECOTOURS (the fint tour operator agency with that name - now there 
are dozens around the world with that name), "eco" being short for 
'ecology' which Hector took to mean "relations between living organisms and 
their environment", but also for 'economy', since ecotourism stnves to 
improve the socioeconornic level of local cornmunities @oth words, of 
course, corne from the Greek mot 'oikos', meaning house). The aim of the 
tours was to promote conservation by giving touriçts a quality educational 
experience while boosting the local d economies. ECOTOURS conducted 
nature and archeoIogicai tours (the main clienteie was North American) 
around Mexico, but aiso in Guatemala md Behe, between 1984 and 1992. 

Ceballos-Lascurain's preliminary definition was popularized by Elizabeth 
Boo, editor of the book "Ecotourism: The Potential and Pitf'alls", published 
by WWF-U.S . in 1990. Hector revised the preiiminary definition in 1993 to 
"Ecotourism is environmentally repsonsible travel and visitation to 
relatively undisturbed natural areas, in order to enjoy and appreciate 
nature (and any accornpanying cultural features - both past and present) 
that promotes conservation, has tow negative visitor impact, and provides 
for beneficialiy active socio-economic involvement of local populaîions". 
This definition appears in the 3 15-page book authoreci by Hector, "Tourism, 
Ecotourism, and Protected areas", published in 1996 by lUCN (The World 
Conservation Union). IIiCN officially adopted this definition during its 1st 
Wodd Conservation Congress he1d in Montreai in October 1996 (Resolution 
CGR 1.67 'Ecotourism and h tec ted  Area Conservation'). 

Hector Cebalios-Lascurain, who worked at IUCN headquarters (in Gland, 



Switzerland) between 1991 and 1992, was the coordinator, on MaIf of WCN, 
of the IV World Congress on National Parks and htected Areas, held in 
Fetiruary 1992 in Caracas, Venezuela (attended by over 1,800 participants). 
Soon after the World Congress, IüCN set up an Ecotourism Codtancy 
Program, headed by Hector, to offer IUCN members and other interested 
parties "technical consultation support service and a range of advice" for 
planning ecotourism developments. in 1995, Hector was appoint& Special 
Advisor on Ecotourism to TUCN, and since then heads his private fh PICE 
(Program of International Consultancy on Ecotourism). He is also an Advisor 
to The Ecotourism Society and the World Tourism Organization. 

Since 1986, Cebailos-Lascurain has conducted consultancy work and research 
in every aspect of ecotourism devetopment and planning, including 
architectural design of ecolodges and other environmentally-fkndfy 
facilities, in 65 countries around the world. He has developed national 
ecotourism plans and strategies for Mexico, Umguay, Dominica, Ecuador, 
Malaysia, and Yemen (the latter in pmess). He is author or CO-author of 
over 80 books, articles and technicd reports and has spoken at conferences 
and seminars in 40 countries around the world. 

The motivation for havuig created the concept of "ecotourism" is the 
foIIowing, in Hector's own words: "Around the year 1983, I decided to get 
together some of my main interests in life: nature conservation, traveling, 
bird watching, environmentaiiy-fnendly architecture, foreign cultures, and 
international relations. 1 put everythng togetfier in a bundle, called it 
"ecotourism" and have been dedicated to the promotion and practical 
application of this concept ever since. 1 can say that 1 have been 
fortunate enough to convert my hobby into my pmfession". 

Hector's main professional interest in these most ment  years has been the 
physical planning aspects and architectural design of ecotowisrn 
facilities, including ecolodges, interpretive centers and 0th 
environmentally-6endly buildings. He is also a keen birder, and has 
identified to date 3,130 species of birdç in their naturai habitats around 
the world. 



APPENDIX B - Further Information about the Bruce Peninsula 

Geography and Natural History 

CONE. 1998. Prote&g the A Amen's G 
. . &. Coalition on the 

Niagara Escarpment. Ontario. 

This "Citizen's Guide" provides a very general, but highly Uifomtive introduction to the 
region's natural features. 

Riley, J.L., Jarmo V. Javala and Steve Varga. 1996. E c o l o w  Survey of the N i a m  
Escarpment Biosphere Reserve. Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources. Peterborough, 
Ontario. 

This two-volume set is an extremely detailed compendium of the habitats dong the entire 
Niagara Escarpment. For the extremely keen or professional only. 

Cultural History 

CONE. 1998. P r o t e c w e  Ni-. Ci izen s Gu . A -t- 9 ide. Coalition on the 

Niagara Escarpment. Ontario. 

This "Citizen's Guide" provides a very general, but highly informative introduction to the 
region's people and their relations to the land. 

Johnston, Basil H. 1999. m. Key Porter Books. Toronto, Ontario. 

Dr. Johnston is an author of many books deaiing with native themes. The titie cited above 
is a biography. He lives on the Cape Croker Reserve and bis books are interesting to 
anyone wanting to leam about the history of the Native peoples in North America as well 
as those with a focus on the Bruce Peninsula area. 

Fox, Sherwood W. 1952. -ce B e c k o ~ .  University of Toronto Press. Toronto, 
Ontario. 

Dr. Fox's account of the Bruce includes tales of his youth as a cottager there as well as 
more researched pieces about characters and events that marked the f i .  century of 
European settlement on the Bmce Peninsula A book he wrote strictly for fun that holds 
many interesting stones and provides probably the best insight one couid hope for of the 
character of the first settlers. 



Stewardship 

The Bruce Trail A s s o c w n  IBTQ 
. . 

This group is probably Canada's oldest and most established long-range biking 
trail supporters. The Bruce Trail follows the length of Ontario's part of the escarprnent 
and in doing so crosses h u g h  both public and private lands. To secure access, the 
Association has developed an active body of volunteers who undertake the responsibility 
of making 'hand-shake' agreements with land-owners as well as maintaining the trail in a 
variety of ways. The BTA was bom out of the 1959 vision of Raymond Lowes, a Stelco 
metalurgist and has since proven itself as an hovative leader in the development of a 
new understanding of what conservation can be; there is simply too much land needing 
protection to rely solely on govemment for this work. A recent study of the trail's 
economic impact stated "Trail users expenditures generated $26,084'8 17 direct economic 
impact, with a gross spin-off of $60,255,926 annually. These expenditures supported 
1,138 full-time equivalent jobs in Ontario." (Schutt, 1997, p.3) The trail comprises a 
major tourism attraction for the Bruce Peninsula. 

The National Pa& 

There are two National Parks that show-case and preserve the peninsula's natural 
richness; the Bruce Peninsula National Park, dealing with terrestrial ecosystems, and the 
Fathom Five National Marine Park which bighiights aquatic ecosystems, the unique bio- 
geography of the islands dotting the waters near Tobexmory, and the histoncaily 
significant wrecks that are scattered off the peninsula's jagged shores. 

Though a National Park (BPNP) was f h t  suggested in the late 1940'5, it was not 
until the end of 1987 that the idea succeeded. Though significant interest was expressed 
in the 1960ts, failed Federal-provincial negotiations lead to a 1967 decision by the 
Government of Ontario to purchase 1654 acres of land for what would becorne Cypres 
Lake Provincial Park in 1971. Two years later, Fathom Five Provincial Park would start 
operating as Canada's firsî marine park. In 1979, following a new federai policy to 
expand the national parks system to reflect Canada's regional diversity, the idea of 
expanding the provincial parks and ûansferring them to Federal management was 
revived. After eight years of fderal-provincial discussions, including indepth 
cornmunity and advocacy group involvement, the both parks gained national statu. 
(Werhun and Eagles, 1997) 

The parks have grown somewhat since their modest beginnings. BPNP is 
currently about 90 square kilometres (likely to continue growing) and FFNMP is 
approximately 130 square kilometres. 

. . 
The Niagara Escarp- 

The Niagara Escarpment Commission (NEC) was created in 1973 by the Ontario 
Government. This 17-member commission was first active in developing a management 



plan, and now in ensuring its continued effectiveness throughout the Ontario's Niagara 
Escarpment. The Niagara Escarpment Plan (NEP)was first released in ciraft form in 1979 
and foilowing years of contentious hearings involving concerned landowners, the plan 
was approved in June, 1985. 

As a reflection of the massive land-orner reactions, the current plan covers just 
63% of what had originally been proposed. It's primas, purpose is to protect the 
ecological and historical areas that are unique to the escarpment while aüowing 
opportunities for some recreation. The NEP also encourages uses compatible with the 
existing balance of farming, forestry and protection in order to preserve landscape 
qualities and natural scenery. The existence of the NEP is unusuai insofar as it represents 
a second, more rigorous, planning act for the province. (Borodczak, 199?) 

The main planning tool for management has been the development of seven land- 
use zones. These are presented in order of most to least protected: 

Escarpment Natural Area 
Escarpment Protection Area 
Escarpment Rural Area 
Minor Urban Centre 
Urban Area 
Escarpment Recreation Area 
Mineral Extraction Area (NEC, 1995) 

Peninsula-based stewardship efforts 

There are several groups active in the area - some more established than others and some 
more locally based than others. 

Bruce Penins- is a highiy "grass-mots" organization. 
Recent achievements include the organizing of an Earth Day "expo" in Lion's 
Head, assisting with a county-wide household toxic-waste collection, attending a 
variety of public meetings and events to ensure their interests heard 
Owen Sound Field active with providing interpretative opportunities 
to members and raising public awareness of species in the region. 
Federation of Ontario Na- owns a large (un-narned) reserve on the 
peninsula and has a long history of interest in the region. An excerpt fiom 
publications best summarizes them. "Since 193 1, the Federation of Ontario 
Naturalists (FON) has fought for the creation of parks and protected areas, the 
preservation of wetlands and woodlands, the protection of threatened species and 
the responsible management of public lands." (FON, 1999) 



APPENDlX C - Respondent Profile Tables 

The following tables provide an understanding for where respondents made comments 
related to the thematic groupings. Darker s h a b g  indicates strong statements, 
sometirnes with quotable passages. Lighter shading indicates weaker statements, 
sometimes with interpretation required. The table aiiow some degree of transparency 
without revealing the identity of respondents. 

5.1 INTERPRETATION OF RESPONSES FROM GREC 1 
Relationship with Nature 

Individual 

Community 

Principal Value of Nature 

Individual 

Community 

I 
- -  - -  

Tourism 

1 Limits of resourcn 

Community 

Tourism 

Preferred Political 
Organization 

Individual 

Community 

« Ecotogical Dominant >> 

« Ecological 1 Dominant >> 1 

« Ecological 1 Dominant » 1 

Ecological 1 Dominant >> 





TABLE 5.3 INTERPRETATION OF RESPONSES FROM ~~ 
Relationship with Nature << EcoIogical Dominant » 

1 Principal Value of Nature 1 Ecological 1 Dominant » 1 

1 Limits of resources ( « Ecological 1 Dominant » 1 

Preferred Political 
Organization I « Ecological Dominant » I I 





TABLE 5.5 INTERPRETATION OF RESPONSES FROM STEVE 1 
Relationship with Nature 

-- - 

Individuai 

Community 

Principal Value of Nature 

individual 

Community 

Tourism 

Limits of resources 

I Community 

1 Tourism 

Preferred Political 
Organization 

Individual 

Community 

Tourism 

« Ecological 1 Dominant » 1 

« Ecological 1 Dominant >> 1 



TABLE 5.6 INTERPRETATION OF RESPONSES FROM CRAIC 

Limits of resonms 1 «EcologicaI 1 Dominant » 1 

Preferred Poüticd 
Organization I « Ecological Dominant » I 



1 Principal Value of Nature 1 « Ecological 1 Dominant » 1 
Individual 1 

I Limits of resources 1 « Ecologicil 1 Dominant » 1 

Preferred Political 
Organization 

1 Ecologicd 1 Dominant >> 



1 Relatioiihip witb Nature 1 « Ecological 1 Dominant » 1 

Community 

1 Principal Value of Nature 1 « Ecological 1 Dominant » 1 

1 Limits of resources 1 « Ecological ( Dominant » 1 
Individual 

Community 

Preferred Political 
Organization I Ecological Dominant >> l 

Community 1 I 



APPENDIX D - Location of the Bruce Peninsula 

(Circle indicates location of Bruce Peninda) 
Source: Bruce County Planning and Economic Development Department, 1999 




